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Center gets
Toledo grant
by Amy Burkett

wire editor
A $3 million grant has been
fiven to the University's Social
hilosophy and Policy Center by
the Stranahan Foundation of
Toledo.
The grant, the largest ever
received by the University, was
donated to the center as a result
of the foundation's faith in what
the center does, said R.A.
Stranahan, Jr., a trustee of the
Stranahan Foundation.
"We are delighted to support
the center which is the largest
and most distinguished organization of its kind in the United
States," Stranahan said. "Its
contributions to the philosophical analysis of public policy
questions have been internationally recognized."
According to Fred Miller, executive director of the policy
center, the money will give the
center a chance to plan for the
future while continuing current
operations.
"The endowment allows the
center to have stability and prepare for long-range plans," Miller said.
The policy center was created

in 1981 as an interdisciplinary
research group designed to stimulate thinking and to study issues where ethical and philosophical considerations are
needed to determine public policy, according to the center's
charter.
Miller said although the
center is primarily used by
graduate students, there are advantages for undergraduate
students as well.
"When the center brings in
reknowned scholars it gives students an opportunity to interact
with them and it enhances the
quality of their education," Miller said.
According to Miller, the endowment will allow the center to
expand its program, especially
the resident scholars program.
The resident scholar program
brings leading scholars from
across the country to the University to conduct research. In
honor of the grant, the scholar
program will be re-named The
Stranahan Institution on Politics
and Philosophy.
Miller said there are three
main functions of the center: the
resident scholar program, conferences and publication.
D See Money, page 4.

BG News/Paul Vernon
Brigitte Brandstetlrer. an exchange student from West Germany,
cleanses herself with the flame as part of the Hindu Festivial of Light
Brandsetter said that it was the first time she had seen or participated in

this ritual. "I felt like an outsider watching something very special. I
wish I could understand the songs so it would mean more to me," she
said.See related story page 3.

World interest lacking, poll shows
by Judy Immel
special assignment reporter

A survey testing the geographical and
political knowledge of almost 400 University students and professors showed
the similar lackluster results of Gallup
polls released during the summer.
Out of 25 questions, the average number of questions answered correctly
was 14.5 or 58 percent.
"Americans are apathetic when it
comes to knowing things about the

world, and the University results confirm the nationwide trend. This is becoming a serious concern," said Joe
Lamboley, junior secondary education
major.
Lamboley, with the help of George
Hough Jr., assistant professor of sociology, compiled the results of the multiple choice survey, which was conducted by the International Relations Organization.
Questions ranged from "What is the
capital of Peru?" to which 83 percent
correctly answered "Lima" to "What

country does not have a coast on the
Caribbean?" to which 27 percent chose
El Salvador from among the choices.
Other questions included prominent
Elitical figures such as Polish Solidarileader Lech Walesa and President of
lie Augusto Pinochet, who was in the
headlines at the time the survey was
taken in October.
"There were some questions we put
on (the survey) we felt almost everyone
would know, and some others that were
a little more difficult," Lamboley said.
"We were especially surprised only

38 percent knew the capital of Canada
was Ottawa, and 39 percent knew who
the prime minister of Canada was. We
should at least know our neighbors," he
said.
Members of IRO took the survey to
geography and political science classes, as well as distributing them randomly to professors and friends, according to Andrew Jacoby, president of the
organization.
"We tried to get a variety of students,
from the freshmen in general geography classes to upperclassmen in

more specific political science classes," he said.
Overall, 362 people filled out the survey.
Freshmen averaged 52 percent of the
questions correctly, while sophomores
had 48 percent correct; juniors, 59 percent; seniors, 65 percent; graduate students, 75 percent and professors, 90
percent.
When broken down by college, arts
and sciences students averaged the
most correct, with 61 percent. TechnolC See Survey, page 4.

Sexism, racism Bush sidesteps
solutions sought tax hike stance
by Kathy Fox and Jill Novak

Johnnetta Cole

Friday
According to the National Weather
Service at the Toledo
Express Airport, today
will be mostly sunny
with a light westerly
wind. The high will be
In the mid 40s. Tonight
will be clear with the
low In the mid to upper 20s. Saturday's
weather outlook calls
for cloudy skies and a
50 percent chance of
rain. The high will be In the upper 40s.

Johnnetta B. Cole, the
first black female president of Atlanta's Spelman
College, spoke last night at
the University's Lenhart
Grand Ballroom as part of
the fifth annual conference
on ethnic studies.
Cole, the keynote
speaker of the twc-day
conference, focused on the
differences among women
in the United States.
"We are for respecting
difference, and allowing
difference until difference
doesn't make any more
difference," Cole said.
Stereotypically, a
woman comes home from
her job and starts her second shift. She looks for her
husband's slippers, tidies
the house, takes care of the
children and starts dinner,
she said.
"We are the ones thought

of as irrational silly creatures who are unable to do
math, play the saxophone,
or be a president of a college," Cole said. "We have
yet to receive equal pay for
equal work."
As a rule, women are
paid less than men "because employers find it
more profitable to do so,"
she said.
"It's not because we
have one less rib."
In her speech, Cole pondered the question of
whether or not women are
bound by similarities or
divided by differences.
"Clearly, there are differences between us
women," she said.
One difference between
white women and women
of color is black women are
more likely to be employed
in less-skilled and lowerpaying jobs.
According to Cole, the
unemployment rate for
JSeeCole,page6.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Just
after winning a 40-state election
victory on a vow of no new taxes,
George Bush is giving some appearances of flexibility on that
stand, at least on the topic of
"revenue enhancers."
At his first press conference
as president-elect on Wednesday, Bush was asked whether
his often-repeated opposition to
tax increases was meant to
cover only a boost in personal
income tax rates.
While personal income taxes
provide the bulk of the government's revenues, large sums of
money are also raised by a variety of other taxes from gasoline
levies to taxes on cigarettes and
alcohol and from fees charged
for government services.
Politicians who don't like to
talk about raising taxes sometimes say they would accept
"revenue enhancers."
Bush was asked whether he
would also categorically rule out
"revenue enhancements" of any

kind as a way of reducing the
federal budget deficit.
He essentially sidestepped the
Juestion, saying he would need a
efinition of a revenue enhancement before he could answer.
While Bush was dancing
around the "T" word Wednesday, talk of higher taxes filled
the air in Washington:
— Senate Republican leader
Bob Dole suggested stripping
away the tax deductions businesses now enjoy when they use
borrowed money in corporate
buyouts. Dole said the huge corporate takeovers do not benefit
the economy. He said the tax
deductions on buyout loans were
loopholes in the tax code which
should be closed.
— Former Federal Reserve
Chairman Paul Volcker told a
conference sponsored by the
American Stock Exchange that
it will be politically impossible
to balance the budget without
tax increases.

News in Brief
Man arrested for snapping
sexual photos
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Authorities charged an
Oregon man Wednesday with pandering obscenity
after they seized photos he allegedly took of male
corpses in sexually suggestive positions.
WBNS-TV in Columbus reported that Dallas Miller, 53, a nurse's anesthetist from Warrenton, Ore.,
was questioned by Blendon Township police after
he returned to pick up the photos being developed
at the One-Hour Photo Lab in suburban WesterviUe on Oct. 18.

Miller was charged Wednesday with pandering
obscenity, a Franklin County Sheriff's Department spokesman said. Authorities believe Miller
has returned to Oregon.

National FFA omits 'farmers'
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — The Future Farmers
of America has voted to take "fanners" out of its
name because the word was hurting recruiting.
Delegates at the 61st annual convention of the
Future Farmers of America voted with little debate Wednesday to rename the group the National
FFA Organization.

FFA officers and U.S. Education Department
advisers to the organization had recommended the
name change to help stop a 23 percent decline in
membership since the mid-1970s. The FFA has
some 416,000 active members nationwide.
FFA is open to students interested in agriculture
or related fields, such as agricultural economy,
farm equipment technology and agribusiness.
Local chapters will be permitted to use the old
name if they prefer.
The organization's 113-member legislative body
also voted to strip the words "vocational agriculture" from the FFA symbol, constitution and bylaws and replace them with the words "agricultural education."
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Policy Center staff
should be praised

The

By taking the incentive to present the opposing
sides of the issues such as abortion, nuclear war
and plant closings, the center is providing a valuable service to those who take the time to read them.
Fred Miller, director of the center, said the
majority of the money will be used to expand the
resident scholars program — which will enable the
center to share the wealth of the grant with University students.
While the center has already attracted some
scholars to the University, an expanded program
may be able to draw researchers from a wider variety of fields which would interest undergraduates
and attract graduate students from across the nation.
...
With the increasing emphasis on improving the
quality of education and research, the Social Philosophy and Policy Center is paving the way for the
future of the University.

AT&T plan should
be reevaluated
As if students are not facing enough rising
costs, such as tuition hikes and rent increases,
now our phone bills may go up, too.
The Public Utilities Commission of Ohio has authorized GTE North, which services Bowling
Green, to increase its rates. AT&T plans an increase in access charges for long distance phone
bills.
For many University students separated from
family and friends back home, the phone is a quick
way to keep in touch.
The increase in long distance access rates will
hurt frequent phone callers, even though it will be
coupled with a 3.8 percent decrease in rates.
According to the chief of communications services for the Ohio Consumer's Council, Stephen J.
Ostrander, AT&T's increase and decrease strategy
is aimed at helping businesses.
If anyone should get a break on phone rates, it
should be private individuals. Businesses can afford to pay increases. University students who are
on limited budgets cannot.
Ostrander said AT&T is planning a 30-cent hike
for April 1989, which will hurt Ohio's low income
families, one-third of whom cannot afford a phone.
When rate increases are preventing some citizens from even having a phone, it is time for phone
companies to re-evaluate business strategies.
For most University students, increases in phone
bills will not have such a drastic effect as the loss of
telephone access. Nevertheless, these increases put
a strain on finances that, in many cases, are
already stretched much too tight.
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Through the hard work of its staff, the University's Social Philosophy and Policy Center has
achieved world-wide recognition — recognition
which earned the center a $3 million grant.
For that award, the center should be commended.
The S3 million grant — the largest ever received
by the University — is a mark of distinction, setting
the work of the interdisciplinary research center
apart from other colleges.
The center is forging its way in publishing journals, books and papers on topics relevant to most
members of society — issues that were confronted
during the recent presidential campaign and upon
which many based their vote.
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Lennon gave joy through his work
Why don'tyershut yergobyer
big fat get or I'll kick yer face in.
Yer ail the same you rich fat
Bourgies, work in' uz poor
workers to death and getting all
the gelt and going to France for
yer olidays.
Scene Three, Act One fromln
His Own Write—John Lennon
I have never been able to understand authors who find the
need to defame someone after
they are dead. Possibly they do
it because legally you can't defame someone after they are
dead. Basically, after someone
is dead his good name is left for
his enemies to smear the sidewalk, mercilessly.
This has happened to many
deceased people. There is Marilyn Monroe, who has had more
books written about her than
some of our presidents. There is
John F. Kennedy, one of our past
presidents who will somehow
always haunt the Oval Office.
There is Martin Luther King Jr.
who may be one dead public figure who has not had a whole library's worth of negative literature printed about him.
However, of all the dead public figures that authors like to
drag through the mud, rock
stars seemfo be a favorite target.
Most of the stars come from
the '50s and '60s. People like
Elvis Presley, Ricky Nelson,
Janis Joplin, Brian Jones, Jim
Morrison, and recenUy John
Lennon.
In some ways this column is
long overdue. The hullaboo of
Albert Goldstein's new book,

The Secret lives of John Lennon, has died down a bit. And the
reaction to this book, the recently released movie,Imagine,
is already closing around some
local theaters.
I don't really want to talk
about the book or the movie,
however. And I don't really want
to talk about the ethics of those
authors who wait until a person
is dead before they start raking
up muck about him. I want to
talk about John Lennon and the
best way for people to really
learn about him, if they are so
inclined.
If you listen to his songs, you
will begin to realize that the man
was his music, his songs were
parts of himself and to discover
the meaning of those is to discover the meaning of John.
But maybe an even a better
way to learn about the man is
through his own writings and essaysTLennon has written many
things, but two books that I think
reveal the man the most are In
His Own Write and A Spaniard
in the Works.
Basically, these books contain
poems, drawings and short stories about politics and love and
may even be a little autobiographical. They were written in 1963
and 1964, which is important.
They're written by the John
Lennon who was not famous yet.
The quote I used to start this
column is from a dialogue between a factory owner and a factory worker. The story is not really important; what is important is the insight of Lennon
brought out in this piece. He sa-

tirizes the British Labor Party.
In another insightful piece
from the other book, A Spaniard
in the Works, Lennon criticizes
British Socialism in a poem
called "The National Health
Cow."
These two pieces in particular
are interesting because they
show a different side of John.
Lennon has always been stereotypically portrayed as some
hippie, Commie, pinko druggie
who jumped on, or maybe drove
the '60s band wagon. He always
seemed to be able to quote the
liberal "buzz phrases," but
never really seemed to be one of
the great political minds of our
time.
After reading the two books,
however, you may realize that
were was some political substance and understanding to
Lennon's convictions.
There are other things that I
learned from these two books as
well. I learned that Lennon
cared about England. He was a
rebel, but he was a rebel because he loved England, not because he hated her.
It was the same with the
United States. He caused a lot of
trouble both socially and politically, but everything he did, he
did because he cared.
The most important thing,
though, I have ever learned
about Lennon —through his own
interpretation of his beliefs and
not some money hungry entrepeneurs — is that John Lennon knew exactly what he was
doing every second he was alive.
The latest novel talks about

the influence Yoko Ono had on
Lennon. She may have had a
little, but she did not control
him. Lennon always did what
Lennon wanted. It Yoko hapSned to want it too, fine. If Paul
cCartney happened to want it
too, fine. If his first wife, Cynthia, happened to want it too,
fine.
But John always did what was
good for John, no matter what.
A lot of people were upset by
the latest novel about Lennon.
Some were angry — like Paul,
George, and Ringo. Some were
hurt like Yoko and Julian. Some
were probably a little unaware
like Sean, John and Yoko's son.
There are some who probably
went out and bought the book
and believed every word that
was written. And some probably
see this book as a real blow to
the Lennon image.
But it's not. Not really.
Thanks to every greedy, sleazy
author, Lennon wul be immortalized even more than he is
already through his own work.
There's no such thing as bad
publicity, only publicity and no
publicity. As they say in Hollywood, "I don't care what you
say, just mention my name."
So let all the Lennon haters
say what they want. It can't really hurt John. His music is what
people really remember. And no
matter what he did with his personal time, he brought a lot of
joy to the world through his
work.
Erikson, a senior magazine
journalism maior from Burton,
Ohio, is a columnist for The
News.

It's just another day at the races
I was planning on writing this
week's column on the presidential election, but I'm not sure
we had one. I think what we had
was a horse race.
What I noticed plenty of people doing was looking at the two
nurses involved — Neither is
that good; where are the
studs?" — and trying to pick the
winner.
If they picked the horse that
came in first, they made the
right choice. If they picked the
horse that didn't come in first,
they lost. And no one likes to
lose.
I haven't proven myself too
good a judge of horses. This was
my fourth race. In the last three,
I've picked the wrong horse.
Oh, at my first race, in 1976,1
Sicked a winner, a horse called
immy the C. No one likes that
horse now, but he won in 76. And
I picked him.
I don't know what I was think-

BLOOM COUNTY

H

ing in 1980. There were three
horses running in that race:
Jimmy the C (a tired Jimmy the
C), The Gipper. and a third
horse, barely allowed on the
track. The White-Maned One. I
Picked him. He lost by a mile,
m not sure what I was thinkWing the race in 1984, I
"fc

proved just how bad a judge of
horses I am. The Gipper was
running again, and everybody
was wild about him. I had my
chance to make the right choice
this time. It was a sure thing.
But I went with a horse from
Minnesota — no one remembers
his name — from the same stable as Jimmy the C.
Another big loss. The Gipper
won going away again. I blew
my chance for a sure win.
And finally there was this
Tuesday's horse race. The GipEer wasn't allowed in this one,
ut a horse from the same sta-

ble, Georgie Boy, was. Looked
like another sure thing. And
what do I do? Put my money
down on Son of Greek Immigrants. I really should consult a
bookie.
I'm thinking, though, of giving
up a horse races. Oh, sure,
there's a lot of fanfare before
they start, a lot of fanfare. But
the event itself is over like that.
And then your part in it is over. I
mean, what's the use of watching the horse once the race is
done? He's not yourhorse. He's
not accountable to you in any
way, is he?
Besides, you might see him do
something his trainer said nothing about. Or he might do something the opposing horse's
trainer said he would do. And
that would take some of the joy
out of the win — if you were
smart enough to make the right
choice in the first place. So very
few people who pick the right

by Berke Breathed

horse watch him after the race,
which makes for a very short
event, but also for a lot of happy
people.
So I'm thinking of giving up
following horse races. What I
thought might be more interesting is politics, on the presidential level. I think it might be
interesting to live in a country
where the people are in charge
of choosing their leaders and
where they take that responsibility seriously.
These people would listen
closely to the candidates, weigh
their words against the record,
and examine how the candidates' stands on the issues compare with their own.
Having done their homework,
these people would turn out in
vast numbers at the polls and
cast their votes. After that, they
would watch the victor closely
over the next four years to see
whether he kept his word and
whether he was indeed what he
said he was.
I think it would be interesting
to take part in an event like that.
But where the hell do I find
one?
Hergert, an instructor in English from Slayton, Minn., is a
columnist for The News. He's
better at watching horses after
the race is over than he la at
picking a winner, but he says
It's a lonely hobby.
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On-campus parking lots
haven for auto vandalism
pus patrol supervisor of the
campus police.
Vandalism can be done by
anyone, including professional
car thieves ana students,
Weekley said.
"Sometimes they do it just to
do it," he said.
Arrests in vandalism incidents are hard to make because it is difficult to prove
someone is guilty, unless a
suspect is caught in the act, he
said.

by Jeff Baldorf
staff reporter

Broken windows, bent antennas and caved-in car roofs
are some types of vandalism
that occur each year in campus
parking lots.
"It occurs anywhere, more
so in on-campus parking lots
because we have a lot of cars
and less (car) movement,"
said Lt. David Weekley, cam-

118 incidents of vandalism
occurred last year, but no
arrests were made, according
to 1987-88 campus police records. Records tor July
through October 1988 indicate
40 incidents of vandalism have
occurred, with one arrest
made.
Anyone found vandalizing a
car, where damage is less than
$300, will receive a second degree misdemeanor charge and
a maximum $750 fine and 90

days in Jail, according to the
Ohio Criminal Code Book.
If the resulting damage is
more than $300, a person will
receive a fourth degree felony
charge and maximum $2,500
fine and five years in prison.
At the University, Weekley
said, theft is a problem most
often occurring when a car is
vandalized. He said radios, citizen band radios and radar detectors are frequently taken.
"Radar detectors are hot
items," Weekley said.
Although vandalism has not
been increasing, he said campus police are still going to
request additional lighting to
be installed for the darker
parking lots as a precaution.
Lot 12, near the Technology
Building, has the most vandalism because it is in an isolated
area, has little traffic and is too
dark for people to spot vandals,
Weekley said.
To discourage vandals,
Weekley said police officers
patrol the parking lots on a regular basis.
"When they are not on call,
they are checking the lots,"
Weekley said.
Winter is an easier season of
the year to spot vandals, he
said, because snow reflects the
light, making people more
visible in parking lots and also
because the vandals leave
footprints in the snow.
The Crime Stopper program
helps police investigations becase it passes information onto
campus police, he said.

BG News/John Grieshop
Mike Engdahl, junior business major from Jamestown. N.Y., observes the damage done to his girlfriend's
car as Dodge Body Shop manager Mike Kaetzel looks on. Kaetzel estimated the damage will cost $2,000.

"Crime Stoppers is a big help
because it solves things for
us," Weekley said.

Novtmbtr II, 19M

WSA holds Hindu
'Festival of Light'
by Debbie Hippie
staff reporter

The sights and sounds of a
different time and culture enhanced the fourth floor of South
Hall Wednesday evening.
In the International Lounge,
the World Student Association
held "Diwali," a Hindu tradition
which translates to a "Festival
of Light," said Rajeev Talwar,
WSA treasurer.
Diwali is a religious ceremony
where Hindus meet to pray and
ask for fulfillment from the gods
of health, wealth and power,
Talwar said.
The ceremony has not been
performed by a Hindu congregation on this campus in nearly
fouryears, Talwar said.
"This kind of elaborate ceremony hasn't been done in three
to four years," he said. "Then
we just had a gathering — no
ceremony."
The festival, which lasted for
two hours, consisted of singing,
praying, eating and paying homage to light through the use of
candles, similar to some Christian celebrations, he said.
"It's once a year — like praying for Christ on Christmas,"
said Talwar, junior hospitality
management major.
He explained that in the Hindu
religion, light means good, while
darkness means evil, ne said.
"We're trying to see the light
— the more light, the stronger
the power," he said. "We want
that evil (darkness) to die; it allows us to achieve our goals in
life."
During the ceremony, the participants also waved their hands
over a burning candle, waving
the heat past their faces to en-

"We're trying to
see the light — the
more light, the
stronger the
power."
-Rajeev Talwar, WSA
treasurer
courage good to enter theiij
lives. Talwar said.
In keeping with the centuriesold Hindu belief that light is
flood, he said the people of the
aith planned to leave their
house lights on all night Wednesday to ward off evil and encourage good to "enter their
minds."
While a majority of the participants were Hindu, there were
also some Christian students
partaking in the ritual.
"I'm Catholic and their methods are very different from ours.
It's interesting to watch and it's
a great spectator sport," said
Kathy Seman, WSA board
member and sophomore English
major.
Another student said she attended the ceremony because
her roommate is a member of
WSA and said she found it interesting.
"I was curious about this
Hindu affair — it helps me to get
to know their culture better and
I'm glad this is a place where
they can get together," said Suzanne Shaffer, sophomore music
education major.
According to Talwar, the
ceremony achieved its goal of
fulfillment.
"We've done something good
— giving to the gods," Talwar
said.

12th MAN ONE MORE TIME! Q n. $ SATURDAY 1230 - COME BE ON Vtl
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF ETHNIC STUDIES
Presents

THE FIFTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
ETHNIC STUDIES: CROSSROADS TO THE 21ST CENTURY
"WOMEN OF COLOR: ISSUES OF GENDER,
ETHNICITY AND CLASS"
November 10-11,1988
McFall Center - Assembly Room

Make a
computer
dai

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

JOHNNETTA B. COLE
President, Spelman College
Atlanta, Georgia

Dont miss IBM's PS/2 Fair on campus.

November 10,1988
8:00 p.m.

Lenhart Grand Ballroom - University Union
Thursday. November 10, 1988
Plenary Session and Symposium

"Ideologies of Feminism:
Mythologies and Realities"

Friday, November 11, 1988
Plenary Session and Symposium
"The Invisible Woman in the Feminist
Movement: The Marginality of Color"

DISTINGUISHED PRESENTERS
SHIRLEY SAGAWA. Counsel
RANA BASU, Attorney
U.S. Senate. Washington, D.C.
Washington. D.C.
ELIZABETH SALAS
DYMPNA CALLAGHAN-MESSER
I'niversity of Washington. Seatlle
Bowling Green State University
LUCITAPAHONSO
RUTH HILL
University of New Mexico. Albuquerque
Radcliffe College
SAU-LING WONG
MARY ROMERO
University of California, Berkili>
Yale University
DAILY SESSIONS 9:30 A.M. • 4:00 P.M.
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

S

Save a spot on your calendar for IBM's PS/2 Fair. We'll
show you how the IBM* Personal System/2« can help you
organize notes, revise papers, produce high-quality graphics,
and more. It's easy to learn and easy to use, and if you're
eligible, you'll get up to AOIt off.
We think you'll find it's a perfect match.

Tues., Nov. 15th : 11 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Wed., Nov. 16th : 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
EDUCATION BUILDING
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Co-ops teach by the book Holiday Parade
planned for city

Students net summer earnings, experience with hard sell

Through one cooperative education program, a University
student earned $28,000 last
summer.

students arrive at their territory, they must first find a place
to live.
"Southwestern gives us a list
of book alumni that we can stay
with. But. sometimes, we just
have to ask around for a place to
live," she said.

Julie Tobin, one of the oncampus student managers for
Southwestern Books, said she
was of the top 10 earners in the
company selling encyclopedias,
dictionaries and the Webster's
Student Handbook Sets door-todoor.
Each summer, students at universities across the nation are
sent to various sites throughout
the nation, where they sell the
books.
Tobin, a senior, said when

According to Dave Stanford,
assistant director of the cooperative education office, students usually work 70 to 80 hours
a week and average $4,200 for
the entire summer.
Tobin, however, is an exception to the rule.
"It was a real sacrifice. I gave
up my entire summer to work,"
she said. However, she said the
firogram has its additional Deneits.
"It gave me a chance to be-

by Shelley Banks

reporter

come self-sufficient and independent. It was like a crash
course in life," she said.
Nick Kluding. sophomore
business major, also worked for
Southwestern last summer.
"It was something different
from a factory job and it sounded interesting, he said.
Kluding said he earned
enough money to pay for one
year's tuition and would recommend the program to "anyone who is willing to work
Students who work for Southwestern do so on a commissiononly basis. Stanford said this is
the "ultimate test" for students
because of the intense selling
atmosphere.
"If they can handle the pres-

sure of commission, they can
handle any sales job," Stanford
said.
Kevin Brady, senior selling
and sales major, said he thought
the experience was a good opportunity, but the location could
have been better.
"The area I was in had a lot of
people out of work because a
factory there had just shut
down. And, rather than risk not
making any money, I decided to
go home," Brady said.
While he was on location,
Brady said he had to go to 100
homes per day and the majority
of the people were not home.
"The people I did talk to were
very testy, probably because
they were out of work. Some

by Deborah Kennedy
copy editor

Bands, floats, baton twirlers, clowns, horses and
Santa Claus will be coming to
town Nov. 19.
Santa Claus will be one of 66
units and 1,200 participants in
the city's Holiday Parade and
Marching Band Competition.
According to Ann Litton, parade committee member, the
Ejrade is the largest celebraon the city has ever sponsored.
"We began planning la3t
April and it has all just come
together. I can't believe the
support we've received," Litton said. "Bowling Green has
never sponsored an event of
this magnitude. We had a
parade in the past but it didn't
draw too many people.''

D See Sales, page 6.

Projected zoning discussed
by Rebecca Thomas
assistant city editor

Members of the Bowling Green Housing
Commission were presented with a map of
the Master Plan for the city last night to discuss the areas where future multiple-family
housing may exist.
Rick Ketzenbarger, planning technician,
presented the map at the meeting, where
commission members looked at the particular plans for the future of Bowling Green for
the first time as a group. The plan illustrates
development efforts the city may pursue
over the next 25 years, and snows projected
land use in terms of housing, industrial, institutional and recreational areas.
Although the map was specific in terms of
zoning, Ketzenbarger said the plan will not

change existing zones that do not conform to
the matching master plan.
The plan takes into consideration what
best suits various populations involved, he
said.
"For example, undergraduates probably
would prefer not to live in the far west part
of Bowline Green, since they'd like to be
close to BGSU," Ketzenbarger said.
"To achieve these considerations, we'll
need to do a number of things.''
One concern addressed by Mayor Edwin
Miller at the meeting, was the plan's inclusion of the old H.J. Heinz Ketchup Factory,
on North Enterprise, as an industrial zone.
The factory, which burned down in 1980,
was demolished last spring.
"This (zoning plan) is unfortunate, since I
don't think it will be developed that way,"
Miller said. "We wanted to put college stu-

dents there in great density."
Wanda Rich, commission member, addressed the issue of separate housing for undergraduate and graduate students, which
the map does not specify.
"The plan is addressing the individual
needs, but the actual spots for the separate
type of students are not specified," Ketzenbarger said.
Other concerns discussed were whether or
not additional undergraduate housing is
needed in the city and what the direction of
the growth would be.
"Though in practice, there always seems
to be a need for more undergraduate housing, studies have shown there are too many
apartments," Ketzenbarger said. "The
direction of the growth is generally west."

Eight bands will march in
the parade, including the
Bowling Green High School's
Marching Bobcats which will
serve as the host band. For
their efforts the Bobcats will
receive a $1,500 honorarium
while the seven other bands
will compete for a $2,500
scholarship.
Other attractions in the
parade will be Miss Piggy
and the "Thunderbirds,'^
professional dance team from
Port Huron. Mich.

D See Plan, page 5.
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D Continued from page 1.
Lamboley said IRO members
hope the survey will make people more aware of their lack of
geographical and political
knowledge and will alert the University of the concern.

CANCER

SOCIETY*
We are currently hiring for full and part time holiday positions.

DAYTON
Centervllle-4390707

^|

Another function of the center
is holding scholarly conferences, he said, adding there have
been two conferences already
during the fall.

invites you to engage in a discussion
with

COLUMBUS
McNaughten-863-9963
Morse Rd-267-1016
Kenny Centre-459-5350
West Broad Plaza-275-3200
LEXINGTON
278-5000

"The only thing missing
was a big balloon. We had one
in Toledo that we were going
to bring in, but the expense
was too much," Litton said.
"The expense came in taking
the electrical lines and traffic
lights down so that the ropes
on the balloons wouldn't get
caught — but we still think it
is going to be a terrific parade."
The parade will be
preceded by the annual
Christmas tree lighting on
Friday. Both events are being
sponsored by the Bowling
Green Chamber of Commerce and the Downtown
Business Association.

"We bring in major scholars
from all over the world. In the
past we have had both Pulitzer
and Nobel Prize winners speaking at the conferences," he said.
According to University
President Paul Olscamp, receiving the money is an honor for the
University.
"The donation clearly speaks
very highly of the the University's Social Philosophy and Policy Center to be able to attract
such tremendous support for its
academic endeavors,' Olscamp
said.

PRESIDENT PAUL J. OLSCAMP
"The Educated Person: Changing Concepts
Past - Present • Future"

CINCINNATI
Kenwood-891-9411
Northgate-385-7440

LOUISVILLE
42&0344

=^#>

AAUP
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS

CALL YOUR NEAREST HONEYBAKED
FOR MORE DETAILS.

AKRON
Fairtawn-867-9770

=»*=

=**=

m*

•$4.25 STARTING WAGE
•CASH INCENTIVE PROGRAM
'DAY & EVENING HOURS AVAILABLE
•WE WILL WORK AROUND YOUR SCHEDULE
•COUNTER SALES AND FOOD PREPARATIONS
POSmONS AVAILALBE

CLEVELAND
Parma-351-1377
Mayfield-461-1140
Rocky Rlver-356-0440
Maple Heights-663-3460
Mentor-255-3848

He said the center's publication, Social Philosophy &
Pol icy,which is distributed
twice each year and is published
by Basil Blackwell publishers in
England in both book and journal form.
"The journal includes issues
on distributive justice, human
rights, law and philosophy,
national defense and equal opportunity," he said.

Survey
AMERICAN

Although the parade committee has managed to bring
1,200 participants together for
the parade, Litton said there
will be one element missing
from the festivities.

D Continued from page 1.
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CALL THE HONEY BAKED HAM COMPANY

"We have enough participants; now we're working on
getting spectators. We'd like
to see 5,000 to 6,000 come out
to see it," Litton said. "The
parade is turning out to be a
nice family event with something there for everyone."

Money

AMERICAN 3: LUNG ASSOCIATION.

NEED EXTRA MONEY?

Community businesses are
also getting involved, as most
restaurants will open at 8
a.m. to serve spectators before the 9 a.m. parade and
areas along Main Street have
been designated for restroom
facilities and parking.

f Follow Falcon HOCKEY Every FRI. & SAT.\
i
with

Moderator
Richard Hebein
with Paul Haas
I
Richard Carpenter

This Weekend...
BOWLING GREEN vs. MICHIGAN STATE
for live
CCHA Hockey
Join Mike Relnharf & Jeff Ingalls at 7:25 FRI. & SAT.
V WBGU - FM 88.1: Bowling Green's Sports Leader J

TUESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 15, 7:30
ROOM 220 MATH-SCIENCE BLDG.
"•' Please invite students -- Everyone Welcome "**
The Bowling Green State University AAUP chapter is pleased to present this
program in recognition ol an important issue in education. We are well
aware that such public discussions are possible only because ol the
profession's devotion to the maintenance of academic freedom that allows
us the peace of mind to engage in them. The chapter is especially
delighted that the President has agreed to the format, which it is hoped will
lend itself to an abundance of livery - and, of course, erudite give-and-take.
jfc

CONGRATULATIONS CONGRATULATIONS CONGRATULATIONS CONGRATULATIONS

Congratulations and Good Luck
to the newly elected
Panhellenic Executive Officers!
President

• Klmberlle Goldsberry

VP Membership Development

• Caroline Schnetzer

VP Rush

■ Pam Monastra

VP Rho Chis

• Shelley Kaufhold

Cabinet Director

• Shannon Firsdon

Secretary

• Kristine Studer

Treasurer

- Lisa Walters

CONGRATULATIONS CONGRATULATIONS CONGRATULATIONS CONGRATULATIONS
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MAC "TV GAME OF THE WEEK"

V FALCONS vs. HURONS
Saturday

12:30

Perry Field

COME SUPPORT THE 1988
FOOTBALL TEAM IN ITS LAST GAME
AND MAKE AN APPEARANCE ON TV!
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Model United Nations
offers cultural learning

City sweeping leaves
Crews begin annual district collections
by Linda Hoy

ctly editor

As the last leaves are falling
from the trees, city crews are
making their annual fall
sweep.
Over 650 manhours have
been put into the operation
since it began Oct. 24, said
John Snyder. department of
public works foreman.
Snyder said 63 tons of leaves
were collected on Monday and

Tuesday, which is slightly
more than usual for this time
of year.
"This week's leaves are a
little heavier with the rain over
the weekend," he said.
Eleven-man crews have
been collecting leaves in each
district in accordance with its
weekly trash pickup, he said.
The crew uses two systems
to gather the leaves, he said.
Collection is done with the aid
of an endloader, a truck which
has a claw to gather up the

leaves and transfer them to a
packer truck, and a vacall
truck is also used to vacuum
up the piles, he said.
During the last two weeks,
parts of some districts have
not been reached, but because
leaf pick-up for district four is
generally light, the crews are
attempting to collect from additional districts on district
four's pickup day — Thursday,
he said.

by Kathy Fox
staff reporter

Many students possess the gift
of gab, but few have the skill and
ability required to debate in the
University's Model United Nations.
Tsuneo Akaha, director of the
program established at schools
around the world to provide an
opportunity to interested college
and high school students, said
they deal with the functions,
purposes and internal workings
of the United Nations.
There are several regional
Model U.N. conferences
throughout the United States,
with the largest and oldest
Model U.N. conference held in
New York each spring.
"The BGSU Model U.N.
spends more than a semester in
preparation for M.U.N. in New
York by studying the history,
organization, purposes and
functions of the UN., its committees and affiliated agencies," Akaha said.
There is a two-stage selection
Srocess for possible delegates to
le University's Model UTN.
"The first stage begins with a
written application for which 13

U See Leaves, page 6.

BG News/Pal Mingarelli
Bowling Green Department of Public Works employees use a front endloader with a claw attachment to
deposit leaves into a packer truck. James Hopple will then operate the compactor to pack the leaves.
City employees were working on Brownwood Court Thursday afternoon.

Plan
□ Continued from page 4.
Though the plan is scheduled
for two more readings before it
is approved by City Council,
James Ostrowski, commission
member, said he would like the
Housing Commission to have
some input before council. The
commission will send a letter to
council, asking them to delay or
table the resolution until the
commission has a chance to review it.
The current noise ordinance
was also discussed at the meeting. Effectiveness of "noise
meters," devices used by police
standing at the edge of a lot to
determine the decibel level of a
noise complaint, was discussed.
Members agreed the meters
have been determined inadequate, and have only been used
in two cases brought to court.
"This means that the noise ordinance is not usable, in consideration of the absence of
inadequate instruments," Ketzenbargersaid.
Though the meters, which do
not have the directional focus
necessary, are not effective,
noise measuring devices cost
about $1,000 each, according to
commission members.
"The issue here is not really
funding; it is the control of behavior and prevention of disturbances such as the noisy parami1

ties," Thomas Knox, commission member, said.
"The process may include
higher fines, and must be part of
a workable, enforceable and
substantial ordinance. The city
also needs to get equipment
commensurate with the ordinace.

"Right now, with the equipment we have, the noise ordinance cannot be enforced," Knox
said.
Jeff Gordon, Ward 2 councilman, said the city is currently
using disturbance of peace ordinances instead of the noise ordinance to avoid the problem.

NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED w/valid drivers license

NOW SHOWING

BILOXI

?*?
OFF LIMITS BLUE

BARNEY'S RENTS NINTENDO rLIUERS AND DAMES

IBG

ALL EDUCATION MAJORS
PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH
FALL SEMESTER, 1989
OR
SPRING SEMESTER 1990
You are required to attend
a sign-up and information meeting:
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1988
COMMUNITY SUITE, UNIVERSITY UNION
MEETINGS AT:

ATTEND ONE MEETING

8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 11:30 a.m.
1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30 p.m.

ATTEND ONE MEETING

ATTEND ONE MEETING

m

students are in the running," he
said. "We usually take 10 to 15
(to the New York conference). I
expect 12 or 13 will pass."
The second stage will conclude with a group interview and
individual oral presentations,
reviewed by a committee of faculty members from the University's political science department.
Some requirements the committee looks for are "a demonstrated interest in international
affairs, a commitment to spend
a substantial amount of time
and energy on individual
research and group research
projects and discussion and
written and communication
skills," Akaha said.
Student delegates in the University's Model U.N. will
receive three credit hours for
any preparation done oncampus, Akaha said, but participation in the National U.N.
goes above and beyond the
class.
More than 1,300 students representing schools in the United
States, Soviet Union, West Germany, Japan, Canada and
Puerto Rico will be preparing
for the New York conference, he
said.

Within the next two weeks,
each school will be assigned a
country to represent in the
spring conference held March 21
through March 25, he said.
In the past, the University's
Model U.N. represented New
Zealand, Belgium, Japan, Panama and Bahrain, a Persian
Gulf country, Akaha said.
"We also study the country
which we represent in the
National M.U.N.," he said. "Its
history, culture, economic and
political systems, as well as the
position of the country on the issues facing the U.N."
According to Akaha, who is
also an associate professor in
political science, most of the
spring conference will be held in
tne Grand Hyatt Hotel in New
York City, but the opening
ceremony and last-day session
will take place at the United Nations.
There are advantages of
schools that represent large
countries in the national Model
U.N. because the countries are
more well-known, he said.
"Students who participated in
past years also have an advantage," he said. "Eloquent
speakers attract attention.n
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Circle K provides
human services
by Debbie Hippie
staff reporter

One University organization
tries to do more than learn about
its prospective majors — it tries
to learn about humanity as well.
Circle K, sponsored by Kiwanis International, is such a
group.
"It's volunteer work that allows you to help people," said
San jay Patel, president of the
organization and senior commercial advertising major.
Patel said volunteer involvement begins in high school
as "Key Club and progresses to
the college level as ''Circle K."
Eventually, professionals join
the "Kiwanis International."
"All the major (high) schools
in Ohio have a Key Club," he
said.
Dave Pilati, lieutenant governor of the Erie division of
Circle K, said there are clubs located throughout the world devoted to humanitarian service.
"There are clubs in North
America, Aruba, the Bahamas,
Jamaica and the Philippines;
COULD YOU USE MONEY
FOR COLLEGE?
The American Education
Foundation provides a
computerized service
which will match 5 to 25
sources of financial aid
with your needs, interests
and qualifications.
We've researched thousands
of sources of financial aid and
programmed them into our
computers. Don't let it go to
waste1 Simply complete a
Student Datatorm and let our
computers do the work Cost
is minimal. Results are
guaranteed!

there are over 10,000 people involved in Circle K ... now there
is the 'Builder's Club' for students in junior high to get acquainted with Key Club/' said
Pilati, sophomore math education major.
The goal of the 35-member
group is to do service projects
each year, such as spending
time with boys from the Pemberville Boys' Home, Patel said.
"We invited them to the (football) game on Student Appreciation Day and took them on a tour
of the campus ... they invited us
to a Halloween Party last
week." Patel said. "We're thinking of taking them to the zoo or a
picnic in the future."
Circle K volunteers their services to the animal kingdom as
well, Patel said.
"Every other week, we walk
the animals, feed them and
clean the animal cages at the
BG Humane Society,' he said.
More recently, the group is
trying to raise money for the
kids of "Camp Nuhop Inc.,"
near Ashland. Camp Nuhop Inc.
is a camp for children suffering
from learning disabilities and
behavioral disorders to allow
them to interact with other similar children.
However, the fee is too expensive for many families because
of its facilities so Circle K is trying to raise money to send the
kids to the camp.
"We're sponsoring a 'Gamea-Thon' in December ... we
6ledge by hour and donate it to
le families," Patel said.
Last year, the group raised
money for children with kidney
disorders, Pilati said.

Volunteers 'elect' to work
Students travel with television crews, report results to stations
goes on in a commercial television station on
election night," he said.
The night is an important one, he said, explaining that the reputations of the stations
are
either made or broken on election night.
While the nation waited to hear who would
"In the past elections, we have been first
be the country's leaders, 45 University students volunteered time to help local televi- with releasing the results," he said.
sion stations race to reveal election results.
At WTOL-TV Toledo Channel 11, one of the
According to Gevers, planning for the
four stations participating, students trav- night began more than a year ago, when
eled with the newscast crew to political station representatives attended political
headquarters and helped monitor results caucuses. He said the University students
from local radio stations and 20 key pre- helped put the plan into action.
cincts.
Bill Thomas, senior math education major
Rick Gevers, news director at Channel 11,
said the program is beneficial to University and participant, said he believed the students were a vital part of the evening bestudents.
"The students get to see first hand what cause they provided the results the newsby Jennifer Taday
reporter

Blotter.

D University police responded
to a request from city police
Tuesday afternoon to handle a
landlord-tenant dispute on
Troup Avenue. The landlord
suspected more persons were
living in a residence than was
agreed upon in the lease and an
argument followed. The problem was resolved and no arrests

D Continued from page 4.
people would even slam doors on
me, he said.
One student, who wished to
remain anonymous, left Southwestern early last summer due
to illness.
"Southwestern stresses making money. But what they really
are doing is exploiting students,"she said.
But this difference is not the
only problem.
"It's not difference that immobolizes us, but silence. There
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835 High St. 352-9378
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■ FOUNDATION
I
j

P O Box 29646
Columbus. OH 43229

DUniversity police responded
to a call that a male visitor was
"beating up" on a female resident of Bromfield. The resident
allegedly had some of the visitor's property which she had not
returned. She told the visitor the
property was at her parents'

Smith said her group was on location with
reporters Amy Ashcroft and Dick Berry at
the Hillcross Hotel, covering the Republican
campaign party.
"We were there to observe how to do a remote shoot," Smith said.
Gevers said Channel 11 is proud of its relationships with the University.
"The students really help the station with
manpower," he said.

on a vehicle that had been reported stolen. University police
investigated the incident and
discovered the vehicle was registered to Kenneth Stahorsky,
309 High St. Stahorsky told
police he had borrowed it from
DA parking officer patrolling someone but would not say who.
Lot G Wednesday afternoon no- He was arrested and charged
ticed a University parking decal with receiving stolen property.
home in Dayton. The visitor then
allegedly made threats toward
the female and struck her on the
neck. The female did not wish to
file charges and the visitor was
escorted off campus by police.

Sales

Cole
a Continued from page 1.
black women is 18.6 percent,
while the percent of unemployed
white women is only 9.2.

were made.

room used to make its projections.
"The evening was really exciting. The
newsroom was really busy preparing for
their broadcasts," Thomas said.
Julia Smith, senior interpersonal/public
communications major, was also a participant.

immediate
Housing Openings
Free Membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

Support the Red Cross:
Give Blood!

It can be yours as an Air Force
Pilot. Ifs not easy, but the rewards are great You'll have all
the Air Force advantages, such
as 30 days of vacation with
pay each year and complete
medical care—and much more
If you're a college graduate or
soon will be, AIM HIGH. Contact
your Air Force recruiter for
details about Officer Training
School and pilot training. Call
TSGT STEVE WARMAN
216-826-0225 COLLECT my

In addition, she expressed
concern about living with people
students do not know.
"They practically made us go
out there and mooch off total
strangers. Besides being against
my morals. I think that is dangerous to live with someone I
don't know."
Stanford agrees that the job
"is not for everyone," but said
are so many silences that need
to be broken," she said.
She said discrimination is one
form of silence.
People who are discriminated
against often discriminate
against others, creating a continuing problem, she said.
"It's really not (a question of)
race ... that's the problem. The
problem lies in the system of
domination that uses those differences. Therefore it seems to
me that we do not need to eliminate ethnicity or cultural
images, we need to eliminate the
system of domination."
Cole said humans have taken
and turned phenotypical characteristics into markers for the
basis of discrimination.
"Height does not have the
same importance as culture. It
doesn't reduce the American society in the same way," Cole
said.
Cole added that people are
selfish and more concerned

Follow the FALCONS Every Saturday
with ...

that students do know exactly money, or you will not make
what they are getting into. The any. If you are looking for expe!ob also gives students a chance rience and to challenge yourself,
o see if they are cut out for a ca- then I would recommend it. But,
it is not the money that keeps
reer in sales.
"This is what it's like in the you going," she said.
real world," he added.
Student managers will begin
Tobin warns people about getting involved for the wrong recruiting in January for students interested in working for
reasons.
"Don't do this just for the Southwestern.

D Continued from page 5.
District four covers the area
north of Wooster Street and west
ofHaskinsRoad.
"There are not too many mature trees out there (in district
four) yet but in time it will be a
heavy district," he said.
To make the collection process easier for crews, Snyder
said residents should rake the
leaves onto the curb. However,
some rake leaves onto the
street, where they can get into
the catch basins and cause flooding, he said.
"You have a lot of them (residents) who come out and rake
right with you," he said. "Overall they are pretty cooperative."

Cole said the major goal she
wishes to accomplish as president involves "making Spelman
College a world renowned center
of black studies."
Last week at Cole's inauSuration, comedian Bill Cosby
onated $20 million to the college — the single largest gift any
historically black college ever
received.

After the leaves are collected,
they are transported to area
farmers to be used for soil fertilizer, he said.
The leaf collection program
usually lasts between seven and
eight weeks, he said.

The money will be used to
build an academic center, a
women's center, an audio-visual
center and faculty offices.
WI-CAMI-
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Leaves

about themselves. She termed
this "me-ism," and said it
strikes everyone regardless of
race and gender.
Cole said when she overcomes
this, and gives service to others,
she becomes fulfilled.
Fulfillment also includes
climbing the ladder of success,
she said.
However, Cole said, as one
climbs this ladder one should
"lift up others."

Administrative Staff Gregg DeCrane,
Assistant Vice President, Student AffairsStudent Activities and Orientation
Classified Staff Nancy Wmnick. Wad Processing
Specialist in University Placement Services
Graduate Student: JoAnn Arnholt. Unit Director
Greek Life MIFCA Admmstrative Assistant
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News Briefs

States told to toughen laws
Commission suggests fines for lake medical waste clumping
MILWAUKEE (AP) — An advisory commission on Thursday recommended that
states bordering the Great Lakes develop
stiff criminal penalties and fines for people
who improperly dispose of medical waste.
Addressing recent incidents of medical
waste washing ashore on beaches in Wisconsin, Michigan and Ohio, the Great Lakes
Commission also recommended increased
education efforts to encourage proper disposal.
The commission noted that a key problem
is the availability and use of disposable syringes by individuals. It said it did not believe
hospitals have been a major source of the
problem.
Michigan Gov. James J. Blanchard called
on the commission to develop model rules
for medical waste disposal for the eight
Great Lakes states after hundreds of syringes, needles and vials washed onto bea-

ches on Lakes Erie and Michigan earlier this
year.
After the task force was appointed, medical wastes were found along shores in Milwaukee and its lakefront suburbs.
"The bulk of the stuff that was found can
be traced back to individuals," said Michael
J. Donahue, executive director of the commission. "We need to educate people on safe
ways to get rid of it."
During the second week of August, about
100 syringes were found east of Cleveland on
Lake Erie. Such syringes are used by diabetics and allergy sufferers as well as by drug
abusers.
The syringes are believed to have been
flushed down home toilets, Ohio officials
said. Cleveland's sewer system often overflows, allowing untreated sewage to bypass
a treatment plant and go directly into the
lake, officials said.
One month later, Michigan officials closed

beaches in Oceana County on Lake Michigan
after finding a few hundred used syringes
and other medical wastes.
Milwaukee officials reported a similar
find Oct. 1.
On Sept. 21, the Great Lakes Commission
appointed a task force with representatives
of the eight states and the Canadian province of Ontario to study the medical waste
problem.
In its report to the commission, the task
force concluded:
Incidents to date do not suggest an immediate, serious public health problem. Collectively, the number of used syringes retrieved has numbered in the hundreds
rather than thousands, and original fears
over potential transmission of infectious
disease have proven unwarranted.
The incidents have highlighted the need to
prevent public contact with medical wastes.

Teamster scheme revealed
CLEVELAND (AP) — A former Teamsters union business
agent testified Thursday that
Harold Friedman ran day-today business matters, but that
the late Jackie Presser had authority in personnel decisions at
its labor union, Local 507.
Federal prosecutors have said
Presser, who was president of
the international union at the
time of his death July 9, had help
from Friedman and Anthony
Hughes in masterminding a
$700,000 scheme to issue union
paychecks to men who did no
work for the union, a form of
embezzlement known as ghosting.
Stephen Kapelka testified before U.S. District Judge George
W. White that he had worked for

Local 507 and affiliated Bakery
Workers Local 19 as a business
agent from 1976 to 1980. During
that time, he said he earned up
to $900 a week and was directly
answerable to Friedman, who
was president of both locals.
Kapelka said he worked
12-hour days and up to 66 hours a
week, while filing all his reports
with Friedman. He said that at
the end of a work day, business
agents would "go home
whenever Harold Friedman
would go home."
But in testimony as a prosecution witness, Kapelka said he
was suddenly fired in 1980 by
Presser, then secretary treasurer of local 507.
"I got called into Mr. Pres-

ser's office, where he proceeded
to engage me in one of his diatribes that I was a rotten, no
good... you don't want to hear it.
At the end, he said, 'You're fired
and out of here, and don't go
running to Harold, beause even
Harold can't save your hide,"
Kapelka testified.
Kapelka was not asked to
elaborate on the reason he was
fired. He identified a list of
about a dozen names as business
agents he had worked with. Given the names of four men alleged to have been ghost employees, Kapelka said lie did not
work with them.
The trial, which began with
jury selection Oct. 12, had been
delayed due to the illness of

YOUR TICKETS
NOW!
$2 ALL YOU CAN EAT

Friedman, 66, a Teamsters
union vice president since 1983.
Friedman, besides being president of Local 507, is president of
Joint Council 41 in northeast
Ohio and the Ohio Conference of
Teamsters.
He is charged with two counts
of labor racketeering, two of
embezzlement of union funds
and two of making false statements to the Department of
Labor.
Hughes, 52, Teamsters recording secretary at Local 507 and a
Bakery Workers business agent
at Local 19, is charged with two
counts of labor racketeering and
one count of embezzlement.
Hughes is accused of being a
Bakery Workers ghost employee.
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Corter prescribes cure
for Democrat dilemma
TOLEDO (AP) - The Democratic Party must field a
candidate who is both progressive on social issues and
a fiscal conservative if it
wants to win the White House,
former President Jimmy
Carter said Thursday.
Carter also said George
Bush will have a difficult time
remaining popular as president when he tackles problems left behind by President
Reagan.
"I think the next candidate
that is going to be successful
has got to put together a kind
of a platform that is well balanced," Carter said.
"I would say he would have
to be quite progressive in

things like environmental
quality and human rights,
civil rights, and, on the other
hand, a fairly conservative
approach to taxation, balancing the budget, and a strong
defense," he said.
Democratic Sens. Bill
Bradley of New Jersey, Sam
Nunn of Georgia and Chuck
Robb of Virginia would make
Sxl presidential candidates,
rter said.
Carter and his wife, Rosalynn, were in Toledo for a lecture series sponsored by the
Junior League of Toledo.
At a news conference, Carter said the Democratic ticket
of Michael Dukakis and Lloyd
Bentsen never got on track.

Farmers to comment
on drought lawsuit
CINCINNATI (AP) Farmers in 10 states represented in a class-action
lawsuit against Chubb Corp.
over denial of drought insurance will get a chance to
comment on whether to accept a $48 million settlement,
their lawyer says.
Stanley M. Chesley, a Cincinnati lawyer for the farmers, said the hearings are to
be conducted so that no farmer eligible to participate in
the settlement will have to
drive more than 250 miles to
attend.
U.S. District Judge Carl B.
Rubin of Cincinnati is presiding over the class-action lawsuit, which potentially represents about 8,000 farmers

who contend that Chubb
Corp., of Warren, N.J., unfairly denied them insurance
against last summer's cropdestroying drought.
Rubin will conduct five regional hearings during the
first week of December to allow farmers to comment on
the settlement proposal,
which awaits Rubin's approval. He plans to conduct
one hearing in Cincinnati and
the other four in cities to be
determined, his law clerk,
Linda Kloth, said Thursday.
She said it is not certain
when Rubin will decide
whether to approve the
agreement. Otherwise, the
case is scheduled to go to trial
Jan. 3 before Rubin.

PANCAKE BREAKFAST!
SUN.. NOV. 13

10:30 - 2:30

Time Is Running Out
Only 6 days left
for
senior portraits
this year!
Appointments are tilling last.
Don't be left outli
Last chance December grads

Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by our office at 28 West Hall,

7

Sports
Don't sell icers short tonight

•

Franco's
Fragments

make a smooth adjustment to
our pressing defenses."
Albers was an All-District 8
performer last season and
was named honorable mention all-league in both basketball and track for the past two
years.
Her career totals include
more than U points and 11 rebounds per game, while
shooting better than 50 percent from the floor and 60
Krcent from the free throw
e.
"Lori has great athletic
ability and an outstanding
basketball background," said
BG head coach Fran Voll.
"With her tremendous speed,
jumping ability and quickness, she will be ready to help
us in several areas."
Eustache earned thirdteam All-Ohio honors as a
junior and also was named
All-District and All-League.
In three years, Eustache led
Tippecanoe to a 70-6 overall
record and to the state tournament, where the Devils
were runners-up one year.

The Bowling Green men's
and women s basketball
teams signed three players to
national letters of intent, it
was announced Wednesday.
Vada Burnette, a 6-foot-l
point guard from Shaker
Heights in Cleveland, signed
with the men's squad, while
Lori Albers, a 5-loot-ll forward from Marion Local in
Marion, and Lida Eustache, a
$-foot-2 center from Tippecanoe in Tipp City, both
signed with the women's
team.
Burnette, a two-time letterman, was the only underclassman named to the 1988
All-Lake Erie League Team.
He averaged 15.7 points, 5.5
rebounds and 5.1 assists as a
junior, while leading the Red
Raiders to a 17-4 record and a
share of the league title.
As a sophomore, Burnette
started and averaged 7.1
points and 2.7 assists.
"Vada is an outstanding allaround player," Falcons
head coach Jim Larranaga
said. "He is a fine passer and
shooter and has the potential
to be an excellent defensive
player.
,r
His playing style at
Shaker Heights will help him

FORREST CREASON GOLF COURSE

She has averaged 10.8
points, 9-5 rebounds and 3.2
blocked shots over
See Recruits, page 9.

FALCON SWEAT SHIRTS

Pre-Christmas Sale
Friday and Saturday,
November 11,12
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

$20.00 and up

OOLF GLOVES

$8.50

£

The Phi Mu's

;

*

would like to congratulate

«

ORIGINALLY DESIGNED WHITE LONG SLEEVED SWEAT SHIRT WITH
FALCON LOGO (SIMILIAR TO PICTURE BELOW) ON FRONT WITH
"BOWLING GREEN" LETTERING DOWN RIGHT SLEEVE.

SIZES AVAILABLE: S,M,L,XL
$13.90

;^w

? PAM MONASTRA I

SWEATERS
$21.00 and up

* on becoming Panhellenic V.P. of Rush J

EVERYTHING GREATLY REDUCED!

LAST CHANCE TO SHOP
BEFORE SEASON CLOSING

FOR ORDERS AND INFO. CALL 353-4950

ASK FOR MAC
#»« »«*«»«

DAVID HARRIS

SOCKDV

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. - Furn. & Unfurn.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance
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Classified Information
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Two days prior to publication. 4p.m.
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per ad are 65' per line. 11.95 minimum.
- 50' extra per od lor bold type.
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1" (8 line maximum)
% 5.85
2" (16 line maximum) $11.70

'* required lor all non-university related businesses and individuals
The BG News will not be responsible lor error due to illegibility or incomplete information Pleose come to
" 214 West Holl immediately if there is on error in your od. The BG News will not be responsible lor typographical errors in classified ads for more thon two consecutive insertions.

NOTICE:

The BG News reserves trie right to release the names ol individuals who place advertising in The BG News
The decision on whether to release this information shall be mode by the management of The BG News The
purpose of this policy is to discouroge the plocement of advertising thot may be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing to individuals or organizations. Coses of froud can be prosecuted.
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Falcons' cagers
ink three players

As a matter of fact, seven of the the top 10 scorers are in the lineup. Another bonus for the Falcons is the return of Matt Ruchty, who
missed the series last weekend against Michigan due to back and
neck stiffness, will play tonight.
But the Falcons are forced to play all those freshmen?
True, BG will dress nine freshmen, its whole freshmen class. But
so far this rookie class has proven itself. After 10 games, they have
produced 17 points, while the sophomore class could only muster 10
points after their first 10 games last season. If all else, a game
against the Spartans can only bolster their maturity and experience.
But the game is going to mess up the Falcons' record and maybe
the season?
I doubt it. After 10 games last season, BG had a record of 5-4-1.
This year the Falcons are 7-2-1 against similar opponents. Last
season, BG finished second in the Central Collegiate Hockey AssoThe Bowling Green hockey team squares-off against arch rival
ciation and wound up in the quarter-finals of the NCAA tournament.
Michigan State tonight. Why even drop the puck?
it's only one game in a 40-game season and two losses
The word around campus is the Falcons will be annihilated by the Besides,
wouldn't Dut the Falcons in the CCHA basement.
nation's number-one ranked team.
But they're going to have no defense?
This reaction by some BG fans stems from the loss of five key vetThis is where the loss of players hurts the most. BG is forced to go
erans for tonight's game. Chad Arthur, Steve Dickinson, Kevin
with
five defenseman instead of the normal six. Two steady backDahl, Marc Potvin and Rob Blake are gone.
liners in Dahl and Blake are gone and three of the five starters will
The fivesome will miss the game due to game disqualifacation
freshmen (Otis Placeman, Llew Ncwana, and Derek Hopko).
penalties handed out after a first period melee against Michigan last beSkating
with five defenseman isn't the problem, the Falcons did it
Saturday. A game disqualification warrants a one-game suspension. for a stretch
last season. The problem is the inexperience. But BG
"I've got tickets, but I don't know if I'm going," one "faithful"
will counter by having the freshman rotate with senior captain Alan
Falcon fan said to me.
and Thad Rusiecki. A veteran will on the ice at all times. It
All week, I've been confronted with head nods and questions to the Leggett
will help if BG puts MSU in the penalty box as the Falcons have been
effect, "What do think about the game Friday? " To each question
using at least one forward at a point positon on the power play.
my response had been that I don't know. I'm not a prognosticator,
but after what the football officials call further review, I can finally
BG head coach Jerry York will be the first one to say that there
shed light on some of those questions.
isn't much concern. York has enough players to fill the roster and
Why drop the puck?
they're going to go at the Spartans the same way the would if the five
Because the game will be essentially the same as any other
players were in the line-up.
BG-MSU match-up. The stands will be full, the bleacher bums will
If they lose, no excuses, they're going play Saturday without a
be in full force, the chats of "who's he? nobody" and "that's debata"crutch," everyone's back.
ble" will echo in the Ice Arena, and the Falcons will come out with
He's just putting different sweaters on different players, who
the same fire and intensity as any other game.
know what the rivalry means. And believe me, the freshmen know
all about the BG-MSU rivalry from association with the upperBut BG is missing all its scorers?
Not true. Tonight, BG will still have its top three scorers dressed
classmen. So, it's business as usual. And oh, by the way, the puck
and ready to go. Greg Parks leads the team, while Nelson Emerson
will be dropped at 7:30 in the Ice Arena.
Al Franco is a sports reporter at The News.
and Pierrick Maia are second and third, respectively.
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BG, MSU icers
play two-games
WHO: Bowling Green Falcons versus Michigan State
Spartans.
WHERE: Today's game is
at the BG Ice Arena (3,400),
while Saturday's contest is at
Munn Arena (6,255) in East
Lansing, Mich. Both games
begin at 7:30 p.m.
MEDIA: Today's game will
be televised on Pro Am Sports
(PASS), which can be found
on BG cable channel 40.
Radio listeners can tune in for
both night's action on WBGU
(88.1 FM) or WFOB (1430
AM).
RECORDS: BG is 7-2 overall and 4-2 in the league and
coming off a split with MichiClast weekend. The Sparenter 7-1 both overall and
in the league. Last weekend,
MSU swept Western Michigan.
SERIES: The Spartans
lead the series 22-12-1, dating
back to the 1970-71 season.
Last year, the Falcons won
the series 3-2, with the biggest
win coining in the CCHA semi-finals.
COACHES: BG's Jerry
York, in his 10th season here,
is 237-133-16 and 362-220-19 in
17 seasons lifetime. MSU's
Ron Mason, the third winningest coach in NCAA history, is 544-235-26 lifetime in
23 seasons and 255-125-12 in
his 10 seasons at MSU.
THE SPARTANS
Top Scorers: The Spartans
bring with them both the top
offense and defense in the nation. They have yielded just
18 goals for a 2.25 average per
game, which ties them with
Minnesota. On offense, MSU

is leading the nation in goals
for (51) for a 6.38 average.
Bobby Reynolds has five
goals and 10 assists for 15
Boints, followed by Rod
rind'Amour (4-10-14).
Defense: Junior Steve Beadle leads MSU from the blueline with 11 points on 11 assists.
Goaltending: Jason Muzzatti, the league's top goaltender, will start for the Spartans. Muzzatti has allowed
only 13 goals in seven games.
Special Teams: MSU's
Kwer play is currently the
st in the league with .339
percentage. Their short handed unit is second best in the
league with an .800 effective
rate.
THE FALCONS
Top Scorers: Leading the
CCHA in scoring is BG's
senior captain Greg Parks
who has tallied 16 points in
the league, and 23 overall
(9-14-23). Also pacing the
Falcon attack is junior Nelson Emerson (8-11-19) and
sophomore Pierrick Maia
(104-16).
Defense: The defensive
chores will lay primarily on
the shoulders of Al Leggett
(0-7-7) and Thad Rusiecki
(1-5-6) along with three
freshmen: Otis Plageman,
Derek Hopko, and Llew
Ncwana.
Goaltending: John Burke,
3-1 with a 3.31 g.a.a., will
probably get the call Friday.
Special Teams: The Falcons have the second best
S)wer play overall in the
CHA with a .333 percentage.
Compiled by Don Hensley.

Falcons to end year with EMU
The Bowling Green football team will try
to end its season with a win Saturday against
Eastern Michigan.
The Hurons come to Doyt L. Perry Field at
12:30 p.m. for the Mid-American Conference
television Game of the Week. Defending
MAC champion Eastern Michigan is 5-3-1
overall, 4-2-1 in the MAC. The Falcons are
2-7-1,1-5-1.
BG dropped a 31-19 decision at Kent State
last weekend, while the Hurons rallied from
a 19-8 deficit in the fourth quarter to beat
Toledo 20-19. Eastern Michigan defeated BG
last year 38-18 to clinch the MAC championship.
The game will also mark the last for 13
Falcons seniors: Scott Beckley, Mark Bonders, Shawn Daniels, Greg Glassco, David
Haynes, Michael Jackson, Dave Kinzie,

The Bowling Green men's and
women's cross country teams
travel to Champagne, 111., Saturday to participate in the
NCAA Region IV meet. The top
two women's teams and top four
men's teams will continue on to
the NCAA Championships in

Recruits
D Continued from page 8.
the last three years. Last
season, she averaged 15.7
Eoints, 11.7 rebounds and 3.3
locked shots, as the Devils finished 22-1.
"Lisa comes from one of the
most outstanding high school
girls' programs in Ohio," Voll
said. "As a tall player. Lisa has
the ability to play both the forward and center positions."

Ames, Iowa on Nov. 21.
Competing for the men harriers will be juniors Mike
McKenna and Ty Hayles, sophomores Brian Donnelly, Dan
Fulmer and Jon Wodarski, and
freshmen Ron Elliott and Keith
Maduras. Participating for the
women will be senior Susie
Dieters, juniors Mary Louise
Zurbach, Missy Betz and Missy
EUers, and sophomores Laura

Kyle Kramer, Tony McCorvey, Mike
McGee, Ken Rankin, Jeff Sandru and Eric
Smith.
But Beckley (wrist) and Smith (ankle)
might not play because of injuries.
Starting in place of Smith at quarterback
is Steve Spray. The junior completed
14-of-26 passes for 151 yards in a quarter and
a half of action against Kent State. He
scored his first career touchdown on the
third quarter.
Backing up Spray will be freshman Pat
Gucciardo. Smith is listed third on the depth
chart for the game.
Beckley, who long snaps and plays on special teams, sprained his wrist on opening
kick-off against the Golden Flashes and
never returned. Sandru will take h is place
as long snapper.

The game will also contrast experience
class-wise. BG will start only five seniors
and eight juniors, while Eastern Michigan
counters with 10 seniors and eight Juniors.
Leading the Hurons will be the Foster
brothers, Bob and Perry. Bob, a junior, has
rushed for 708 yards and eight touchdowns,
while Perry, a freshman, has 422 yards and
two touchdowns.
Quarterback Tom Sullivan leads the passing attack with 101 completions on 186 attempts for 1,471 yards and four touchdowns.
Defensively, the Falcons counter with
Kramer, who leads the team in tackles with
124 total (67 solo, 57 assists). Linebackers
Duane Crenshaw (96 total) and Dal McDonald (79), and safety Terry Wilson (88) follow
Kramer.

Linksters Tankers face busy weekend
at Miami
by Mike Drabenstott
sports reporter

by Mike Drabenstott
sports reporter

The Bowling Green men's golf
team hopes to put aside the distractions of the warm weather
and sunshine of Florida and
concentrate on some good golfingthis weekend.
The Falcons travel south to
compete in the Miami Sun and
Fun Collegiate Tournament
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday.
Although the Falcons have not
competed since the Duke Invitational four weeks ago, head
coach Greg Nye said the Duke
experience will certainly benefit
the younger members of the
team.
"The Duke tournament prepared the freshmen well. They
should have a better tornament
this weekend because they've
been through it once already,"
Nye said.

BG harriers to run at districts
by Brian Hollenbeck
9ports reporter
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Schultes, Sharon Hogrefe and
Carolyn Goins.
Head coach Sid Sink said his
teams will be ready.
"This is kind of a relaxation
meet for us," Sink said. "We
won't be as uptight as we were
for the (Mid-American Conference) meet. I think we will be
just as ready to run this weekend as we were in the MAC
meet."

With the recent pool controversies behind them, the
Bowling Green men's and
women's swim teams face a
busy weekend of competition,
with the women taking on Cleveland State Friday at 6 p.m. at
Cooper Pool and both the men
and women traveling to Michigan State Saturday.
Friday's dual meet against
CSU should see the Falcon
women faring better than they
did in a 113-84 defeat at Michigan on Tuesday. According to
Brian Gordon, head swim coach,
the Vikings are improved from
last year, but BG still has more
talent.
"I'd like to get the meet over
with early so we can rest for the
next day, Gordon said.
Though it would seem that
back-to-back meets might hurt
the women swimmers Saturday
against Michigan State, Gordon
said that is not the case.
"It will be no problem for the
women," he said. "If anything,
it may help. It will get them in
the racing mode and prepare
them for similar situations later
in the year."
Michigan State should present
more of a challenge than CSU
for the women Falcons. Along

with having more talent than the
Vikings, the Spartans have a
revenge factor stemming from
last year's five-point, upset victory by BG, Gordon said.

Both the BG men and women
face an MSU team that will
swim against powerhouse Michigan tonight. This could be an
advantage or disadvantage, depending on the outcome, Gordon
said.

"We could be catching them at
a good or bad time. If they beat
Michigan, they could be riding
that and be really tough. If they
lose, they might not be as
tough," he said.
Like Tuesday at Michigan,
Gordon said he thinks the men
will need to do their best to compete on every level.
"We're going to try to pick our
spots like Michigan and be competitive," he said.

WE DIVIDE OUR
PROGRAM SO YOU CAN
KEEP YOURS TOGETHER.
If you're in college, or about to be. and you're wondering where
the money's going to come from, look into the Army Reserve's Alternate
Training Program. It works this way: One summer, you take Basic
Training and the next summer, your specific skill training at an Army
school
You'll earn at least $1.200 for basic and even more for your skill
training. You can train at an Army Reserve unit near your college,
usually serving one weekend a month plus two weeks Annual Training
You'll earn over $80 per weekend to start.
On top of that, if you qualify, there's the Montgomery GI Bill that
gives you up to $5,040 for college
If you want a little help keeping things together, stop by or call:
SGT. Donald D. Lenhart
(419) 352-7541
BEAU YOU CAN BE.

ARMY RESERVE

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

B.G.S.U. Club Hockey Team
vs.
Eastern Michigan Chlppewas
Sunday, November 13
1:00 p.m. B.G.S.U. Ice Arena

free admission

Club Team home opener

Have we shot you yet?
The KEY is currently taking group pictures ot
organizations and greeks for The 1989 yearbook.
There are limited spaces available lor group shots, so act now
to reserve a spot In the book.
To meet our deadline, all photos must be taken before
Thanksgivingl
Call Amy at The KEY, 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
Be a part ot The 1989 KEY!

IS HE ALIVE?
FIND OUT. . .
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12
FALCONS VS. EASTERN MICHIGAN
PERRY FIELD
YOU NEVER KNOW WHO MIGHT SHOW UP.

GREAT GATSBY 1988
Spoo&Knstine
Skittles 4 Sweet-tan
Cutthfoal Cramer * His Naive Cookie
Sawed -off Stub & Dottface Dee
Bern* and Webster
Matt&Charlene
Kuz 8 the Ball 4 Chain
Cush 4 Wenders
Machine Gun Juddy 4 Dashing Dawn
BBS HP
Endo 4 Szucers
Vito & Stetta
Adolph 4 Maier
Stevs 4 The Wife
B4l8Su2i
Mickey 4 Sylvia
Tool 4 Jen
E. Scott 4 Amy
Fast Eddy 4 the Babe
The Duke 4 The Duchess
Sig Ep SpHty 4 Kappa Katy

GukJo 4 Amy
Poopsie 4 Milktoasl
Dave 4 Chris
Mark 4 Michelle
Monty 4 Bert
Vacs! Vixen
Shotghss 4 Teenster
Ricochet Rick 4 Jet Engine Janet
The Guidance Counselors
The Chunk 4 Amy
BamBam 4 Cindy(Pebbles)
Downtown Tim 4 The Rag Dol
Mr. President 4 The First Lady
Grambo 4 Grumpy
EKot Ness 4 Miss Sherman
John 4 Trad
Rusty 4 Ann
Dog of Fray 4 Auntie Em
Sti4MaryBabs
Squirr»l4Kim
Joel 41

Bonnie 4 Clyde
Baby Face Davey 4 Daisy
Ickey 4 ?
Woodie4Joan
W*e NKe 4 Mollie
69 4 the Masher
Buns 4 Bkxidie
Hamstabwan 4 Sus
Jumper 4 Bump
Jarret 4 Laura
Homer 4 Candy Cane Moon Child
The Sig Ep Bandit 4 Dimples
Fong4 0pal
Pistol Pete 4 "I Married the Mob" Marty
Joanne4Don
Hampy 4 Chris
Purse 4 The Uttte Girl
Dallas 4 The Little Lady
Aqua Man 4 His Mermaid
Eric4Chrls

QNTOQCHffBLEi

SLASH THE
Jerry
York
Head
Coach

mm

1

Terry
Flanagan

Asst.
Coach

W

Wayne
Wilson
Asst.
Coach

Steve
Tuite
Grad. Asst.
Coach

^Z

Bed Widked
front

rfZrz
s BX

I I

STUDENT^-.

BOOK «^^

EXCHANGE
Go Falcons

Mark's

530 E. Wooster St.
353-7732

Greg
Jordan
Ice Arena
Director

Bill
Jones
Coordinator
Sports

Good Luck BG
leers

Mark's

Winthrop Terrace
400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

actively supports
Falcon hockey

Don
Woods
Equipment
Manager

Medicine

Go Falcons!!

Good Luck BG
leers

University Bookstore

Winthrop Terrace
400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Good Luck Bowling Green

Churchill's

1141 S. Main Next to K-Mart

#23
Chad
Arthur
Lett Wing

Sr.s'lraooibs.
West Dundee, IL

Beat the Spartans

AUTO
Import Auto Repair
12953 Kramer Rd.
Off of S. Main
352-7301

#29
Paul

Connell
Guard
Jr.5'8"160lbs.
Cranston, Rl

Good Luck B.G. leers
Falcon House
Sporting Goods

«TOF
123 S. Main St.
Downtown B.G. 352-3610

GO FALCONS

Preferred Properties
835 High St.

352-9378

SPARTANS!
#19

#17

Nelson
Emerson

Peter
Holmes

Center
Jr. 5'10"175lbs.
Waterfofd, ONT

Right Wing
Fr.5'9"175lbs.
Richmond, B.C.

%

#10
Martin
Jiranek

#4
Derek
Hopko

Center
Fr.5'11"170 6(
Bashaw, ALB

Defenseman
Fr.6'1" 185 lbs.
Winnipeg Beach, MAN

Ml I*

Beat the Spartans

131 W. WOOSter

Beat the Spartans!

BG leers are
Playoff Bound

University Bookstore

McDonalds
1470 E. Wooster - BG
1050 S. Main - BG

Go Falcons

Churchill's
1141 S. Main Next to K-Mart

352-6264

#8
Alan
Leggett

-37

Defenseman
Sr. 6'2" 205 lbs.
Wainwright, ALB

#16
Pierrick
Maia

#20
Llew
Ncwana

Greg
Parks

Lett Wing
So.6'0"180lbs.
Caen, France

Defenseman
Fr. 5*10" 185 lbs.
Gloucester, ONT

Center
Sr. 5'8" 175 lbs.
Edmonton, ALB

Good Luck B.G. leers

Good Luck B.G. leers

Falcon House
Sporting Goods

Falcon House
Sporting Goods

WWx
123 S. Main St.
Downtown B.G. 352-3610

Plageman
Defenseman
Fr. 5"11" 170 lbs.
St. Albert, ALB

123 S. Main St.
Downtown B.G. 352-3610

#24
Marc
Potvin
Right Wing
Jr.6'2"210lbs.
Kitchener, ONT

#15

R,«
V^>

BG leers are
Playoff Bound
McDonalds
1470 E. Wooster - BG
1050 S. Main - BG

Good Luck Falcons
112 S. Main 354-3098

Joe
Quinn

#27
Matt
Ruchty

Right Wing
Jr. 6V 190 6s.
Calgary, ALB

Left Wing
So. 6'2"210lbs.
Kitchener, ONT

#11

«TT

Go Falcons

BG leers are
Playoff Bound

AUTO
Import Auto Repair
12953 Kramer Rd.
Off of S. Main
352-7301

Good Luck Falcons
112 S. Main 354-3098

#6
Thad
Rusiecki

#22
Braden
Shavchook

Defenseman

Center
So.5'10"160lb6.
VegreviHe, ALB

Sr.5'iri90bs.
Longmeadow, MA

rfZa1 STUDENT J5---J,
F ■I
BOOK ^^
EXCHANGE

#18
Jim
Solly

«*•

Center
Fr.6'1 "176 6s.
St. Catherines, ONT

Good Luck Falcons!

Good Luck Fabns

A Falcon Victory!
530 E. Wooster St.
353-7732

McDonalds
1470 E. Wooster - BG
1050 S. Main - BG

University Bookstore

Beat the Spartans

Churchill's
1141 S. Main Next to K-Mart

#12
Matt
Weir
Center
Fr. 57" 155 6s.
Gloucester, ONT

TjTrr

>V

STUDENT^-

BOOK -s£^

EXCHANGE

AUTO
Import Auto Repair
12953 Kramer Rd.
Off of S. Main
352-7301

Good Luck Team
530 E. Wooster St.
353-7732

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
• ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS ■
O.S.E.A. MEETING
WED., NOV. t«.11SED.8:00PM
ALL MEMBERS Of THE BOSU COMMUNITY
ARE INVITED TO WITNESS THE SECOND
OPEN GENERAL ASSEMBLY MEETING OF
THE
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 8:00 PM
FOUNDERS QUADRANGLE
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Hippy Houra at Stingeri
4-7 PM Nov 11th
Don't Mix Out On The Fun!!!
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
ATTENTION BUSINESS STUDENTS
mtereeted m becoming • Kay part of ■ growtg
organize**!? Opportunity lor leadership, Interesting speakers, social atmoaphara. handa-on
sxperience. SeBng and Salea Management
Club Next formal meeting. November 15. 7 JO
PM. 121 Weal Hall Speaker Kevin Andvtk ol
Noxal Corporation.
Look lor free Marathon Credit'
ATTENTION ALL EDUCATION MAJORS:
COME TO THE O S E A WORKSHOP
"A VOYAGE TO NEW HORIZONS"
NOV. S(SAT.) 10:00AM-4.16PM
VARIETY OF SPEAKERS ON PROFESSIONAL
AND PERSONAL TOPICS
REGISTRATION FROM OCT 3 ■ OCT 24
SEA YOU THERE
Dry Dock
3 Live Bands
LMngEnd
Art School
Sheepish Grin
Friday Nov. 11 9 • 1 00 AM
Co-aponaoredbyWBGU
EASTERN MICHIGAN VS BOWLING GREEN
UVE MAC FOOTBALL ACTION on 88 1 FM
12:00 Anheuser-Busch Pregame Show 12:30
Ktokotf
On BO'S SPORTS LEADER M.1 FM WBOU
Phi Bats Lambda
Formal meeting Monday 14th
INDUCTIONS
8:00 Towne Room In Union
The 4th ANNUAL
COMPUTERFESTTVAL
SUNDAY-NOVEMBER 13.1 S88
8 30 AM to 4:30 PM
MASONIC GREAT HALL
4645 Heatherdowne - Toledo, Ohio
Tune in to Bowling Green's SPORTS Leader
UVE CCHA HOCKEY FRI a SAT at 7 25
MICHIGAN STATE VS BOWLING GREEN
FRI * SAT at 7:25 on III FM WBGU

LOST & FOUND
LOST A PAIR OF WOMEN'S GLASSES IN
BLACK CASE BETWEEN HANNA AND WEST
HALLS REWARD IF FOUND PLEASE HELP
ME OR MY DAD WILL KILL ME CALL ANN.
353-5357
LOST Gold chain with gold pendant on Tuee.
11-1 between East Merry and BA buadkig. Reward rllound Please cat 353-3782-lt haa aanhmental value1
LOST: Large blue winter coat Large reward.
Csl2-31B7 No questions asked
Reward: Lost mint green coat at Rec. 10-31.
Patches on sleeve and mesh in places If found
please cal 372-1742 or 354-1197 No questions asked

RIDES
Fade needed to anywhere In Western NY for
Thanksgiving Can leave anytime after 12:30
on 11-22 WWpayS Please call 2 5257'
THANKSGIVING BUS TO
PfTTSaXmOH FOR INFO
CALL SUSAN DELUCA
372-6878

SERVICES OFFERED

QUALITY TYPESET RESUMES
$15.00
UnlGraphlci
211 Waal Hall 372-7411

Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center for Choice II
Toledo, OH 255-7769

PNMu Phi Board
Thanka tor al you work ties yeer
with the Phi program - the results are
fenteilkl

BarbKorode
You're the beat big ever Thanks tor aa the support you have given me. Only one more day and
I'm realym Finely'
Your Uttle. Ron

Phi Mu Phi Class
Your Pledge Educator loves you
You guys are aweeome Let's push
Towards Activation!

BE AN ORIENTATION LEADERI
APPLICATIONS DUE NOVEMBER 18
405 STUDENT SERVICES

• * "OOMPA ' • •
I'm SO HAPPY to have someone as special aa
YOU!
HAPPY ONE YEAR ANNIVERSARY!
Love.Wkl
• • • PI (Lapp Cafe • • •
INI
To: Christine. Kathy. Means, velaria and
Renee
We wish you the beat
Because you are about to undergo the alcohol
tolerance teat
The) teat Isn't difficult, but It's not a wak m the
park
Your teat will begin at 6:00 PM al the bar
known aa Marks
Al night long the drinks wi be on us
Because we want you to stumble on the bus
After you get on the bue, wel be on our way
To the data party known aa Pi Kapp Cale
We w* drink and dance and have a bast
To lemmln tunee from the present and past
After the date party ends, we wB be returned
And then we are sure that you wll have learned
That partying wrm C C . Sned. Chris, and Pack
Was definitely the way to gol!
PS All Need.
• • • SIGMA cms. • • •
The Phi Mua are peyched
lor Saturday Night'
P.S. We rove our house boy Eddie'
• • DELTA SIGMA PI • •
Angle Kwlatkowskl
Good Luck at Initiation'
You've been a GREAT me!
Remember: Wear white underwear'
Love. Your Big Ron
• • PHI MUS • ■
It'* a sisterhood!
Be at the house at 8 00
and don't be Wel

• ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS ■
O.S.E.A. MEETING
WED., NOV. 11,11S ED. 6:00 PM
* Delta Sigma PI •
Lll Wendy McAfee
Gel psyched for Initiation and get ready to party
this weekend You've got a tradtlton to tve up
to!
Love, Use
- SIGMA NUS'
THE TIME HAS COME
TO HAVE OUR FUN
WE WON'T STOP
TILL WE GO OVER THE TOPI
YOUR GAMMA PHI COACHES
JENNIFER. ERIN. VERONICA, SUSAN
• • We Are Waiting ■ ■
We know that many students
have questions about USG
We know that many students
would just love to have
al USG members gathered together
to ask tnem questions.
We arranged If!
Al you students have to do
Is be there
Founders Quadrangle
Monday. November 14, 8 00 PM
•• We Are Waiting For Youl "
• •" AIMEE ROTTER ■ ■ ■
COfvORATULATrONS ON YOUR
ALPHA GAM -SIGMA NU
LAVAUERtNG BEST WISHES!
LOVE. YOUR ALPHA QAM SISTERS
' * * Rush Group No. 9 " *'
We want to get together with you! Meet us at
Mark's for pizza & fun
Tuee .Nov 15 at 5.30 PM
See you al there!!
YourRhoChi'e
Caryn and Lisa

Take a class that allows you to experience what
you study Visit Washington D.C this spring
break to explore the phenomena of poverty and
racism and solutions For more Information call
Bill Thompson and-or Pam Boehm at
352-7634

""■ Dlanne Heckler'" "
Thanks for going to IRAN with me1 I hope you
don't lose your job at TACO BELL for mlaalng
those days at work
Gotcha! Love, Sue

352-5042
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For an your shipping needs
Federal Express. UP S
A-Z DATA CENTER 352-6042

ALPHA PHI fwFFERELEPHANT SHOES
AS BIG AS THE SKY IN MICHIGAN!
C ROEUN

Need A Paper Typed?
Word Processing for personal or business use
Cel Linda at 364-2657 Leave Message

AMA HAPPY HOURS
Friday, November 11
5 PM 9 PM at Uptown
"Motown Madness"
Mu«l be of legal drlriling age lo enter

Papers Typed Anytime
372-5793
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWLING GREEN PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
TYPING SERVICES for al typee ol papers
Including diesertahone using
Xerox Memorywrtter
352-3987 from 8 am. -9 p.m.

PERSONALS
GATSBYISHERE'"

IALPHA StGSI ALPHA SOS!
The rime haa come
The moment la now
To show thai campus
Where an the MEN are1
Go Alpha Sigs'
Love, your Gamma Phi coaches.
Kmberty. Chrtaly S Lort
(ALPHA SfGSI ALPHA SKJS' ALPHA SKIS'
• • • DELTA SIGMA PC •
ANNE THOMPSON
Good Luck al mutation i
Get psyched tor a great weekendll
Leva, Patty

BE AN ORIENTATION LEADERI
APPLICATIONS DUE NOVEMBER 18
406 STUDENT SERVICES
BE AN ORIENTATION LEADER!
APPLICATIONS DUE NOVEMBER 18
405 STUDENT SERVICES
BETAS
GET PUMPED UP TO WALK AWAY THE WINNERS SUNOAY AT THE ARM WRESTLING
TOURNAMENT GOOOLUCKH
LOVE. YOUR GAMMA PHI BETA COACHES
RITA. JOANNE, KM
BETAS'GAMMA PHI-BETAS
BETAS
SATURDAY NIGHT
BOWLING WITH THE BETAS
PUT A GAMMER IN THE GUTTER
LOOKING FORWARD TO A GREAT TIME!
LOVE. THE ALPHA GAMS
BG Falcons wB be crowned by the King'
BGFootbal
"Ma Now or Never"
Beat EMU

FIJI-GAMMA PHI BETA
Campus Wide Arm Wresting Tournament
Sunday.Nov 13 Eppksr South 12-4 pm
FIJM1AMMA PHI BETA
Campus Wide Arm Wreetlng Tournament
Sunday. Nov 13 Epptar South 12-4 pm
FIJI QAMMA PM) BETA
Campus Wide Ami Wresting Tournament
Sunday. Nov 13 Eppssr South 12-4 pm
From flyers end forms to newsletters and letter
head, we've got what you need to look SUPER
on paper! See us tor el your TYPESETTING
NEEDS' Klnko's 354-3977.

GAMMA PHI BETA- FUI ARM WRESTLING
TOURNAMENT'
November 13 from 12-4 In Eppler
South Winner takee It si Try and take it over
the top!

CARLA. XO
I know ITs been sard, but that's because It Is
true-we do make a "perfect couple". We share
merry dreams, si of which wB coma true So be
ready for the party Saturday because when the
party Is over one of your dreante wB come true
with a night I neve arranged for rust us two
Love.
JJ

HAPPY HOURS
Saturday. Nov. 12 Uptown 4-9 pm
F si-Gemma Phi Beta

Congratulation!
Sheri Newlandl
Were excited to hear
about your engagement to Micheel'
Love, Your PM Mu Slaters
Congratulations to Phi Mu's Beth Anne Hagstrom and Dene Tau Delta's Toco Taliaferro on
winning Co-ed IM RacouetOal
DAVE RUBSAM
Good luck with your Delta Sigma PI Initiation I
know youl do great! Be sure to ksep practicing
your song and hula dence!
Love, Rene Your Big
DaveRubeam
Saturday la your big day. Good luck with Initiation into Delta Sigma Pi You'll do greet'
Your Secret
Big
Debbie* OH Beenl
Thanks for a super time Wednesday! Chocolate
"Upside-down" Cake Is my favorite. D -Keep
your mouth closed when you eat! Love AlweyeThe Cheerful Giver
DELTA SIG
• • USA STAGGER ' ■
As inrtietton looms large In our future. I rust want
to say that I couldn't have asked lor e better big!
You've been great! Monday wB be fun too;
21st birthdays always ere!
Love. Wendy
DELTA SIGMA PI
Dave Winters
Good Luck at InMatlonl It's too bad you broke
the family kazoo: I guess youl just have to Improvise!
Your Grand-Big, Diane
Delta Sigma Pi-UTodd Brown
You have been GREAT during pledging' I'm
vary proud of you! Good Luck with Initiation
(you I do fine)
Love, your big. Laura
P.S. I WILL sse you tonight'
DELTA SIGMA PI
JENNIFER SORCE
WELL, YOU MADE IT THIS FAR! ONLY ONE
MORE DAY TILL YOU FIND OUT WHAT OUR
BROTHERHOOD IS ALL ABOUT. YOU'RE THE
GREATEST LITTLE! GOOD LUCKI
LOVE, PAM
Delta Sigma PI
Fal Pledge Class
Good Luck at Initiation!
You guys are the greatest'

DELTA SIGMA PI
Barb Garner
Tomorrow Is the big day. get psyched' Keep
practicing your electric guitar You wB finely
get to meet me.
Love, Your Secret Big
DO DO SHARON DO DO
Tomorrow you go sway
But I hope you won! stray
Return to BG by seven
And we wM begin our Journey to Heaven
Wel drink, dence, and embrace
The PIKeppCefe Is me piece
Uriel than, wel just have to wart
To enter through the Golden Gate
With Love, Scott

ATTENION CAMPUS TOUR GUIDES
WE NEED YOUR SMHJNO FACES FOR THE
PICTURE.
WHAT PICTURE7-THE PICTURE FOR THE
BO. KEY
WHEN7-WED , NOV. IB AT 7:15 PM
WHERE7-UWVERSITY HALL INSaDC STAIRS
BE THERE OR BE
...UEFTOUTI
Attention Students.
Thlsleateet
Forthenextn snee
the Undergraduate Student Government
wB conduct a teet
O Whet is USG?
Q Who are the members ot USG7
O: What have these people done so far?
A Monday. November 14.8 00 PM
Come see USG in action
Founders Quadrangle
Thie concludes the test
You may now return to the
reguierfy scheduled personals
ATTENTW«Brottiers of Dana Sigma PI
Never worry, never tear
The ame tor eecret party la almost herel
•The Pledgee of'SS

Did you ever have the urge
to see the Undergrsduste Student
Government In action?
You Cant
Monday. November 14. 8 00 PM
Founders Quadrangle
Watch our General Assembly Meeting
Ask us any question.
Dry Dock
3 Live Bends
LMngEnd
Art School
SheepiehGrin
Friday Nov 11 9 -1 AM
Co-sponsored by WBGU
EhHs Predicts MM Win from
Beyond the Grave
Everyone lemvHed!"
Saa USG m action
Monday. November 14.6.00 PM
Founders Quadrangle
Aak ue any Question
Chejenge us to any goaf.
Extras needed for student fan ft a eeatiH between 4 PM and 5 PM on Sat Nov 12 please
eel 372-5693
Extras needed tor student rim If a aaatili be
tween 4 PM end 5 PM on Set Nov 12 [
041372-6693
Falcons
•hate Hem. And Ra.
The EMU hk...4

Sweaters 20-40% OFF
Good Selection
Jeans N 'Things 531 Ridge
The King Saya:
"Saa You At The Game"
12:30 Perry Flea]

This week
Square One
Live at Soft Rock Cafe

Heed for the Hwis
Backpacking m Allegheny
Cost $25 UAO 2-2343

TO MY ALPHA SIG QUARTERBACK
Happy Anniversary!!
1 yeer down, how many to go?
Don't worry, I won't say the "M" word!
I love you!!
Dumb Chick

Hey Dedal
Are you reedy to ROCK?? See you tonlte1
-TheAOPi's

To our ADPI coaches Chris a Jenny:
Thanks for al the time & hard work you put Into
our Softball team
-The Brothers of SIGMA PHI EPSILON
UAO Presents Law at the Movies
8:00 Bonnie 8 Clyde
10:00 The French Connection
12:00 Daly Harry
Fn 8 Sat 210MSC$1 50 with ID

JULIE EVANS
Congratulations on your
Kappa Sigma lavatering to
BradDumbeukJ!!!
Love, your PN Mu Sisters

UAO Presents Law at the Movies
8:00 Bonnie* Clyde
10:00 The French Connection
12:00 Daly Harry
Frt.&Sat. 210MSC $1.50 with ID

KARINSJEANBI
WE ARE DESTINED TO WM THE EUCHRE
TOURNAMENTT KIM AND I CAN TASTE THE
CORONAS NOWI
HEY KIM 1-2-1 LET'S GO
BEE YAI

UAO ftaeenta Law at the Movies
8:00 Bonnie 1 Clyde
10:00 The French Connection
12 00 Dirty Herry
Fri. aSet 210MSC$1 SOwtlhID

Kathy Hahler,
Happy Anniversary' Thanka lor the three wonderful years. Hope we have many more
I Love Youl
Dan
P.S Happy Birthdey!

KKGJANMEEHANKKO
Your little loves you end wishes you e HAPPY
BWTHOAY.
Love. Use
LADIES, LADIES, LADIES
Vote for the men who Is
aura to please you...
Mala Dancer. Call 354-3131
It' s one campaign you' II want to follow
LI Uchsli Rooney
Good Luck et Inrnobon on Saturday' This Is what
you ve been working for! II be proud to cal you
a brother ol Delta Sigma PI!
Your Big
Asen Drown
Urae BerbQemeT
Good luck at your Initiation Into Delta Sigma PI
Al your hard work wB soon bo over. I am very
proud of youl
Lovsya,
Your "Big"
LITTLE MARY ELLEN
You ARE the greetest Brae
Good Luck at Delta Sigma PI Initiation
Low,
Your Big.
Bob
MARY ELLEN WETZLER
Good luck M Initiation for Delta Sigma PI! The
pertyleeseorel--butgueeswtiet7 5osrnl!
Mick Payne and Tacoe every Sunday
9to1
Easy listening Music St Stingers Cafe

November
AMA HAPPY HOURS
Friday. November 11
Uptown 5 PM - 9 PM
"Motown Madness'
$ 1 lor members. S3 for non-members
Muat be of legal drinking age to enter!

SUZIE SCHUMACHER
You may have thought that we forgot,
But we've reely been thinking about it a lot
So Happy Birthday even though it'a Hie
Hope It sura wee greet'
Psychel
LOTS. Bev. Karen, Kale, Mark. Kim. Joel

HAPPY HOUR*
Saturday, Nov. 12 Uptown 4-9 pm
Fiji-Gamma Phi Beta

KELLYDRAKE.
Congratulations on being chosen ALPHA CHI
RUSH CHAIRMANI You'll do a greet toe
-Rob

la
Schnapps Month
at Soft Rook Cafe
Perryeburg ton and Can Specie I Student
Monthly, Weakly Rate. 111 par night, In-room
mrxrlee and HBO. 2*064 N. Dixie Highway at
M7» a RL l».41B-B74QS1

Wanted: 1 female roommate m two bedroom
apartment: very spacious and conlortable Hvtng
Ptosss cal cosset 1-878-2482

STEPHANIE ROWE
Knock 'em dead In the Arm Wrestling Tourney!
Love, the Phi Mus

HAPPY HOURS
Saturday, Nov. 12 Uptown 4-9 PM
Fll-Gamme Phi Beta

HYATT REGENCY-HILTON HEAD and SHERATON STEAMBOAT, STEAMBOAT SPRINUS,
CO. will be on campus looking tor students
mtereeted In working Spring KM. Contact
■he Co-op Office at 3722451 or Mop by 2*1
AOtlWfi lOt IWI MlFQffMTKXI.

SAM B'S SPECIALS
- SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER $5 05
•HALF PRICE ON MIXED DRINKS S
APPETIZERS 3-6 PM DAILY
• FRESH, HOMEMADE SOUP, SALAD.
ROLL AND BUTTER $2 95
• APPETIZERS HALF-PPeCE 9-10 PM
Downtown BG at 146 N. Main

Soft Rock Cafe
47 Supersfzed Sandwiches
74 Different Beers
BO'S Beat Buya

DMA JELUBEANA....
Surprise! Sorry I missed you lest weekend
I lust wanted to let you and al of BGSUknow
ILOVEYOUII
You're the beat thing that happened to me
I love you. DAVID
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
CHRIS CRAWFORD
You re the Greatest'
Love. Kan

Needed 1 female roommate to sublease for
spring semester. Located at Theta Chi house
nodspoaits Cal354-2471

Son Rook Can
Happy Hours
Monday 4-9
Free MuncNes 4-7
Monday Night Football

GET OUT Of TOWN!
Study at BOSU In France: Summer 88 (com
pastes language requirement). AYA 86-89 mdudee choice of courses In social sciences end
humanities) Information meeting Wad. Nov.
16. S PM, at French House. Open to students
hasasajora.

USG la on the Road Again
Next Slop: Founders Quadrangle
Monday. November 14.8 00 PM
Watch a General Assembly Meeting
Ask us any question
WANTED: A white van for use m s student Mm.
WBJng to pay $26 for one day's use. Cal
372-5693
We love our Arm Wresting Queen'
TINA DEOENNARO
Love, the Phi Mus
ZBT'Oamma Phl-ZBT'Oamme Phi
Arm Wrestlers:
You've been pumping Iron
So much you can't stop
The winner wl take It el
by TAKING IT OVER THE TOPI
Best of Luck, ZBT's'
Love,
You Gamma Phi Coaches,
Cherie. Laurie. 6 Lisa
"MR. t MRS." WHITEHEAD—
WELL. SCOTTY YOU FINALLY BROKE
DOWN. BUT YOUR REST PERIOD WONT
LAST. WHERE IS THE HONEYMOON. ANYWAY? GOOD LUCK SCOOTER AND MUFFINI
THFLHS

WANTED
1 female nonsmoking roommate needed to
share house very close to campus-aval, for
spring semester Cal 363-7407
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE FOR SPPANG SEMESTER $112 60 A
MO 353-2400
1 FEMALE RMTE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE
VILLAGE GREEN APT. FOR SPRING CALL
MARY ANN AT 353-3907
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE FOR SPPJNG SEMESTER $112.60 A
MO 353 3675
1 mete roommate wanted to sublease apt. tor
spring semester. 2 bedroom $140 per month
plus electric Please cal Shawn 353-4145
1 non araioalnQ laitaaa to lublissa East Merry
apartment for Spring semester. Furnished
$ 1 43 a month Please cal 353-6054
2

IGNews Novtmbtr 11,19*8

SALLY TURNER
DELTA SIGMA PI can't welt to have you as s
shiny pin, and neither can I! Get ready for a
greet day tomorrow"
Love. Your Secret Big

SEE LONDON, IRELAND. SCOTLAND AND
MORE
STUDY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF EAST ANGUA, NORWICH ENGLANO INFO SESSIONS
NOV. 16,30: DEC. 7; 411 SOUTH HALL 7.30
PM OR CALL INT'L PROGRAMS 372-2247.
EARN 15 B Q CREDIT HOURS

GAMMA PHI BETA - FIJI
ARM WRESTLING TOURNAMENT! I!

BOSU DOWNHILL SKI TEAM
Meeting Tuesday Nov 16
8 PM mi 102 BA
More Info Cal Ken at 353-3797

PS. Catch me If you cant
Alex.
Happy 9 Month Anniversary to the sweetest
guy In the world I love you so much and each
day my love grows stronger. Even though we
are lar apart, you're always on my m.nd Thanks
for rooming up this weekend
Love Always. Amy

For al your typing needs
A-Z Data Center

12

FEMALE ROOMMATES E WOOSTER
SPRING 89
CALL MARIA OR QRETCHEN 363-1296

Ons male or female to sublease tor spring
semester. Furnished apartment and dose to
campus In Ridge Manor Apartments. Cal Ed
353-7722 or cal Grsenbriar 3520717

WANTED: 1 MALE ROOMMATE TO SU
BLEASE APT FOR SPRING 89 CLOSE TO
CAMPUS, CLEAN' AND FUN PEOPLE TO UVE
WITH THfS IS THE ONE FOR YOU! CALL
BRENT 353 3797
Wanted: 1 female roommate needed for spring
semester $545 per semester Cal 363-1877
Wanted: 2 non-smoktng females to share house
for spring and-or summer semesters Own
room, $130 e month plus unities Close to
campus Please CM 353-7900
Wanted: One lemale roommate needed to aubleess for Spring- Close to Campus
3S3-407g
Wanted: Remale roommate to share big house
Avslelble Nov 5. $125 s mo Psy hell ol unities Cel 352-4952 from 7 30 - 3:00 or
353 8664 efter 3:00.

HELP WANTED
ACTIVITIES DIRECTORS NEEDED
NOW INTERVIEWING for the summer of 1989!
Need s summer job? Don't wait Ml the last
minute! Our campground, Yogi Bear's Jelystone Camp Resort. Is looking lor 2 creative,
outgoing persons to coordinate & direct activities tor a family camping resort. Location: Aurora. OH 6 mass from See World ol Ohio and
Geeuga Lake Park Experience preferred but
not a must Living tacBTies provided. If Intereeted, send resume to Jelystone Camp Reaort, 3392 S R 82. Mantua. OH 44255
ATTENTION-HIRING! Government fobs-your
area. $15.000-S68.000
Call (602)
836-8666 Ext 4244
DIETETIC ASSISTANT
Fiat erne position aveiebte for dietetic assistant
High school grad required with completion of
courses In typing and office practice. Completion of 2-4 years DIETETIC ASSISTANT PRO
GRAM approved by AMERICAN DIETETIC ASSOCIATION preferred Registered or reglstree
etojble preferred. Apply In person or send resume lo Human Resources Department. Memorial Hospital. 715 S. Tafl Ave Fremont. OH
43420
ELECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
(Men 6 Women)
The Toledo Electrical Joint Apprenticeship and
Training Committee wB be accepting eppeeabons for apprenticeship from November 7,
1988 through November IB. Its*. ApDl I cations will be available at the Apprenticeship
Training Canter, 803 Lima City Road, Rosslord. Ohio (behind Local *) from 1:00 p.m. to
3:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. If you are
al least 18 years of age have successfully
completed one yeer of high school algebra or s
post high school algebra course, have a high
school diploma or GEO end are In good health
you qualify to apply for said Program. YOU
MUST APPLY IN PERSON. Recruitment, selection, employment and training of apprentices Is
dons without discrimination due to rsce, rssgton, color, national origin or BOX.
Get Your Foot In the Door! PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES that bring the interviews
Don't take chances on less -WE DO IT RIGHT'
Klnko's 354-397 7
Lawn maintalnance Part and ful time jobs available Cal 352-5822
LIFEGUARDS
Get your summer job lined up now! Heed Lite
guard-rate based on experience Lifeguards as
8hifts-$4 per hr. If Interested, contact: JELLYSTONE CAMP RESORT. 3392 S R 82.
Mantua. OH 44255 (neet See Wortd olOho)
Need extra cash for the holiday?
Highly mottvsted energetic individuals needed
to M waiter, waitress, floor waster, and cashier
positions, st s high energy nightclub Car pooling avaasbte. Good way to earn extra money
Apply at Buttons Tues thru Sun after 8.30
PM
OVERSEAS JOBS. $000-2000 mo. Summer,
Yr. round, all countries. All Herds. Free Into.
Write IJC. PO Ex 52-OH03, Corona Del Mar
CA 02*26
RESORT HOTELS. Cruiselnes. Airlines, i
Amusement Parks. NOW sccepting applications for summer lobs, internships, and career
positions. For more Information and an application: write National Cossglate Recreation Ser
vice PO Box 8074. Hilton Heed SC 29938
Teacher: Thie position pays $6 an hour, 35
hours weekly, 32-36 weeks yearly Also accepting applications for a home visitor This I lul
time 40 hours weekly, 32-36 weeks yearly. $5
hourly Rssume to: Ursula Denlsoft. WSOS
Head Start. 301 W Main St Portage OH
43481 EOE

FOR SALE
1986ChevyCsvsssr PS. P-B. AM-FMCassette. Car Alarm. Rear window defrost, in greet
shape Cel 456-3182
Can you buy Jeeps. Cars. 4x4 s seized In drug
ratoa lor under $100? Call lor facts today
602-837-3401 exl 299
COUPON BOOKS FOR SALE
ONLY $60 (NEGOTTABLEj
CALL MIKE 372-5604
For Sale: Penasonic b-w 12 Inch TV: broken antense tip. but reception unaffected: bookcasesized stereo AM-FM cassette, sxpendebfe
Asking $50 for seen Cal Eric after 4:30.
362-0446
Qleesee found near Education txiading Blue
case Contact Usa 353-2863
Hey-imereeled In buying Mary Kay Cosmetics?
II so-Cel Mel Denies 353-4176. Great
Christmas gilts Cal today'
Oak wood desk Very comlortable coach Din.
ing room eat Cal 362-6382

FOR RENT

Pf Raw Cafe
Amy. Bonnie. Heather. Laurie 1 Pa^e.
Warning the Surgeon General has
determined the! Pi Kapp scavenger
hums may heed to severe inewtetlon
and that Pi Kapp date parties heve
produced eucnoric ccndtOone In
leboratory srwnels
Rob, Bob. Dave, Brien t Chris
PIKsepCele
pirnr*
THE BROTHERS OF PM KAPPA TAU ARC
LOOKING FORWARD TO SATURDAY!

REACHING YOUR MAJOR GOALS?
Undecided about your mejor?
Dose the word MAJOR make you cringe?
Then the. m the workshop lor you'
Monday, Nov 14Bl«t9:00
McDonald East Lounge
or
Wednesday Nov 16thetB 00PM
Dunbar Cafelerle Lounge
Cal 2-2061 or 2-2677 with qunlone

2 FEMALE P/00MMATE8 WANTED FOR
SPRING SEMESTER $128 A MONTH
363-3939

216 E Poe Rd Efficiency for sublease Unfur
niehed Contact Jeff McHugh 353-5642 after
4 PM or 362 3633 eat 213

COOL roommate needed to shsrs baser avail
Dae 1st $200 a mo. tod uM. No Laaael No
smokers plislll 353-4625

December Graduate needs 1 female roommele lo sublease apt Jsn through May.
Close to campus (2nd and High). Call
354-4722 before 11 PM

Female needed to sublease Third Street noose
Spring Semester. Own Oadroom Contact
353 771711 kiesrested GREAT LOCATION'
Female roommates needed to share apadous 2
bedroom ept tor spring sem Reasonable Rent
Cal 363-6840
MALE TO SUBLEASE ROOM IN SPRING
FURNISHED $135 A MO (3RD ST)
CALL GILBERT 353- 7427
NEED A NEW PLACEI Dec. Orad. seeks femsle sables ear. second SI. apt. Call Teresa
0l»e4-1l7l
Need Cseh lor Christmas?
I buy OB toys
Cel 363-1290 attar 6 PM
MHO MALI ROOMMATE 1 BR. APT. ISSMT
OLATHY 1142 SO A MO. CALL 2-4*41 AFTER
10 PM ONLY

Downtown Apt. available immediately Close to
campus Newly remodeled Cal 362-4332 or
363-1406 lor mors Info
For Rent: 2 bdrm furnished ept. avasabte Jsn
1.1989 Cal 354 3533 sftsr 2 00
I louses I apartments doss to campus for
summer 1969 and 1989-1990 school yeer
1 267-3341
Need 1 male roommate to subieeee house wah
4 other guys. Own room $103 par month plus
utl Cal 363-7366 or 363-6328 Immediate
New 2 bdrm One and a half bathe stove, refrigerator. dMhwseher included Aval. Immedswsa/ 364-2260
°"°Haai doss to campus Dec May Free
hast, on Scott Hameun Cel Barb or Laurie
363-6446
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BG crowds rock to music marathon
Annual Local Music Showcase features bands in two-night performance
by Frank E«poslto
The music scene in the Bowling Green area has been churning with hurricane force
lately. New releases, non-stop gigs, and some of the tastiest ear candy in the state have
been delighting area fans as never before.
This runaway freight train rambled through Howard's Club H Nov. 8 and 9 in the form
of the third annual Local Music Showcase, sponsored by Mad Hatter Music Company,
143 E.Wooster Street.
At 8 p.m. on Nov.8, the acoustic duo Joe n' Jamie took the stage while the sound crew
continued to check the speakers and Billy Hanway of Mad Hatter began a binge of activity that would not end until some 30 hours later. With only Joe's electric guitar as support, the pair played a set that included Love & Rockets' "No New Tales To Tell," Tracy
Chapman's "Fast Car," Buffalo Springfield's "For What It's Worth," and "Squeeze Box"
by The Who. The duo shared good harmonies with Jamie's strong Natalie Merchant-like
voice grabbing the spotlight. They also kept their composure well despite several distracting speaker malfunctions.
Last-minute addition, Unbecause, made their debut next. Their first-ever performance
was a low-key, meandering set consisting of "Come Together" by the Beatles, "Cortez
the Killer" by Neil Young, and "Squeeze Box" by The Who, among others. Their lead
(and only) vocalist sounded good, especially as he ad-libbed his way through the Rolling
Stones' "You Can't Always Get What You Want," but neither he, nor any of the band's
other three members, worked up a sweat during the set.
Miniature Buzzard from Findlay bopped on next rocking through an enthusiastic set
of 70s rock covers such as "She Loves My Automobile" by ZZ Top and Led Zeppelin's
"Rock "N" Roll." The band's energy was impressive as their guitarist twisted his face into
bizarre configurations during several fine solos. They could have done folk, reggae, or
Croatian funeral dirges, but with this much energy, they couldn't fail.
The noise-heavy premiere of Emerald Rage came next, complete with indecipherable
lyrics, tons of guitars, a guitarist who looked like Jim Morrison on steroids, and bassist
Scott Weaver's demonic fits of motion. Weaver's facial expressions during ER's cover of
Black Sabbath's "Paranoid" were truly things of terror. They also grunge-stomped
through Kiss' "Detroit Rock City" and Led Zeppelin's "Rock 'n' Roll."
Weaver said the band wasn't nervous before their first-ever set. "It's like a director casting actors for a part," he said. "Whoever does the best job gets the part. We're just here
to show people we can rock 'n' roll."
Toledo's Sneaky Pete followed with more 70s rock. Their sound was tight and
together, although they had problems getting the crowd involved during Bob Seger's
"Old Time Rock 'n' Roll." Highlights included an interesting lyrical reworking of "Summer of "69" by Bryan Adams and the vocals of a walking, talking biker stereotype named
Rudy on a few songs.
The Findlay power-punk trio Blank Schatz fried the stage in SP's wake. They attempted vocals on a few songs, but for the most part, they simply rode a fluid, electric groove
that had the crowd's heads nodding in approval. Oddly enough, Miniature Buzzard's
guitarist was moshin' away to the all-original feedtime-like buzz of Blank Schatz. Troy
from Sheepish Grin was there too, almost getting pogoed to death by an attractive young
woman. Now that's diversity.
Night One of the music marathon was capped off with a dynamic performance by the
Exchange, who mixed covers and originals to create a quirky power-pop whirlpool that
had the crowd a-hoppin'. The guitarist crawled on the speakers, the lead vocalist threw
fliers, and the band floated such cryptic statements as "It was as if my grandmother had
wanted me to cut the lawn, but I had other things planned," to an appreciative crowd.
■ See Music, page 12.

Frlday/Kraij. Pyer
Paul Johnson, laad guitarist fof tha band Sheepish Grin, performs at lha third annual
Local Mualc Showcaaa. Thlrtean banda participated In tha Showcase that was held
Tueaday and Wadnaaday night at Howard's Club H. Tha Showcaaa waa held to promote local talent and waa sponsored by Mad Hatter Music Company.
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Campus Comments

Photos and Interviews/Sherry Koikl

What is your opinion of University professors
using their own textbooks in their classes?

John Morand, graduate student in organizational development from Farmington Hills, Michigan: "So far all the books
have been valid, but it leaves a lot of
room for biases. It's not as much of a
problem in business as it is in history because business is more cut and dry and
in history it is more subjective."

Amy Fowler, junior elementary education major from Wapakoneta: "I think it's
good as long as they're well informed. I've had a teacher who required his own
book, I felt that I learned more because I
know what his feelings were. He related
things from the book in his talks during
class. It helps you to review his lectures
by reading the book."

Brian Thomas, sophomore undecided
major from Solon: "/ currently have Dr.
Romans who uses his own lab manual
and I think it's great because he reemphasizes the points in the book during class. It's clear and it's what he wants
you to know."

Amy Vojta, junior IPCO major from
Cleveland: "/ think it depends on the
teacher. If they can present the material
differently than the book then it helps
people team. Not everyone learns the
same way. I had a teacher that recited
everything from his book like that was
the only way to think the subject
through."

Cartoons aren't what they used to be
by Dean Flory
While many people are still sleeping on Saturday morning, there are those who religiously sit in front of their television sets and watch cartoons. With the glare of the piclure tube in their face, they laugh softly to themselves trying not to wake anyone up. Slowly but surely, they revert
back to the cartoon days of their childhood.
Ah, the good old days... when Bugs Bunny was funny
and Scooby Doo was real entertainment You could assure
yourself that the ghosts were really thieves in disguise and
the Coyote would peel himself off the bottom of the canyon to chase the Roadrunner once more.
Many of us "toon" fans owe a debt of gratitude to "the
greats" like I lanna-Barhera. Warner Brothers and, of
course, Walt Disney.
Well, the times have changed with the addition of computer animation, and so have the names of the cartoons:
"Hey Vem, It's Ernest," "The Completely Mental Misadventures of Ed Grimley," "The New Adventures of Mighty
Mouse," "Pee Wee's Playhouse" and "The Real Ghostbusters" are just a few belonging to the new school of the
Saturday morning review.

A quick glance at the titles leads one to believe all these
shows are for kids (or at least the young at heart). Upon a
closer look, however, many of the shows prove to go
beyond child's play.
Just exactly who are today's cartoons for — children or
adults? Jack Nachbar, professor of popular culture, said he
believes the appeal of cartoons is for everyone. 'The idea
is to encourage adults to watch (cartoons) with children,"
he said.
Shows with more sophisticated scripts, like Mighty
Mouse, accomplish this.
In a recent episode, our favorite hero is confronted by
the villain Petey Pate who is told by a market researcher,
"You may be a great arch villain, but you don't know how
to integrate your concept" The researcher goes on to
show Petey Pate how to build a better mouse trap
'80s-style.
Another clear example of using adult references in the
shows is an "It's A Wonderful Life" episode on Ed Grimley. Ed's neighbor Tina recently wished she was never
born because, at age 25, her acting career was all washed
up. Wouldn't you know it — her guardian angel (named
Clarence, I must say) granted her wish to show her how
important she really was and, in the process, earned his

wings. Maybe it's me, but Tina just didn't have the same
insane look that Jimmy Stewart had.
Yet, even with all the adult subject matter, Nachbar said
he believes children can enjoy the fast-paced action of the
show. The way the action flows from one scene quickly to
the next keeps a child's attention, even though they might
not understand the content of the show.
Nachbar compared this concept to parents entertaining
their young children. "When you're a tiny baby, what your
parents probably do is put a mobile over your bed. The
idea of something in motion with color in it and moving is
enough to attract you."
These eye-catching techniques not only attract children,
they also attract advertisers. The Saturday morning lineup gives advertisers a segmented audience they can target
effectively.
Because of this, Nachbar says there are more advertisements per hour on Saturday morning than on prime
time. This leads many people to worry that cartoons are
just tools for large toymakers to peddle their wares onto
impressionable children.
Nachbar said he believes the networks do a good job of
fueling this problem.
■ See Cartoons, page 9.
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Prevention is the key to self-defense
by Olcnn ChrUtlarucn
There will be an estimated 6,000 college students raped
this year on college campuses across the United States.
According to FBI statistics, of these 6,000 only an estimated 10 percent will report it to the police. Rape is one
of the most unreported crimes on campus and the most
unpunished.
Even when reported, prosecution can be a tough road.
There are several cases where the man involved is acquitted and set free. Rape is just one of the many potential
self-defense situations that you could face during your college career. For any kind of assault can happen any time,
any place and to anyone. But you can keep from becoming
a statistic by just learning some basic self-defense.
The key to self-defense is prevention, and the key to
prevention is common sense. The main concept behind
self-defense is to use prevention and common sense before a self-defense situation develops. Once one develops
and continues to unfold, your options become more and
more limited until you get to the point of having very few
options during an actual assault. A vast majority of assaults could have easily been averted by using a little
common sense and an ounce of prevention.
Some common sense precautions can be incorporated
into a daily routine to keep from becoming a victim:
Don't walk alone, especially at night
Find a friend or classmate that is going to the same
place or in the same direction.
Use the escort service on campus. Most assaults are
one-on-one.
If you have to walk alone, stay out in open areas away
from secluded places. If at night, walk along well-lit areas,
even if you have to go a little out of your way.

Be aware of what is going on around you, look out for
any potential self-defense situations. Be ready to get out of
there immediately if you sense any problems.
Don't have headphones on, so you can be totally
aware of what is going on around you.
|f you feel that you are being followed, continue
toward a lighted area with people. Run if you have to. You
can also scream as you are running toward safety. It is also
better to yell fire instaead of rape, you'll get a better response.
Tell a friend or roommate where you are going, with
whom, and how long you expect to be gone. It is good to
let somebody know your whereabouts so that if you don't
return home on time they can notify someone.
A great number of assaults, sexual assaults and "date"
rapes are committed by a person known to the victim.
If you can't avoid a self-defense situation and have to
face it head-on don't panic. First take a deep breath and
use your common sense. If you panic it will be a sign to the
attacker that you are helpless and powerless over him.
Don't become docile and passive, this will also build up
the confidence level of your assailant. A majority of attackers are scared or unassured to begin with, before they
even approach you or do something that you don't want
them to do.
Second, you need an immediate response. You can't hesitate, it has to be a reflex. In the case of someone approaching you or grabbing at you, knock their hand away
if need be and with a stem and commanding voice say
"stop " "get away from me," "leave me alone" or simply
"no." Shouting these things will give you the appearance
of a resister and not a victim.
In most situations, the attacker will back off and you can
get away. If the attaker is persistent, continue your role as

a resister shouting commands or using some kind of physical force until you can get away to someplace safe. Once
you have decided on what to do, go all out with it. Remember, there are no rules in self-defense, do what you
have to do to keep from being a victim.
It is very rare that anyone has ever talked their way out
of or passively avoided an assault The more you talk or
are passive, the more the attacker will gain confidence and
the greater the chance of assault. Immediate resistance is
the key to having any chance of getting out of an assault
situation.
Thirdly, as soon as you can neutralize your assailant,
get away to someplace safe. Remember not to be a resister, just do what it takes to get away. Don't stick around,
instead get to someplace safe as quickly as you can.
Self-defense is not instinctive, as with animals, it is
something that has to be learned. There are several good
books out on prevention and self-defense techniques for
women. Some other options are to go to self-defense seminars or programs on campus or in the area.
The best option would be to take a self-defense course.
This way you can leam first-hand and practice the techniques you would use in an attack situation. On the other
hand, you don't need to become a karate expert to protect
yourself. By learning a few self-defense techniques, using
some common sense and prevention, anyone can leam
how to not become a victim.
Christiansen is a graduate student in Guidance and
Counseling. He has a firt degree black belt in Tae Kwon
Do and has conducted numerous self-defense clinics over
the past 12 years.

What is it?
If you can ideniify ihLs
object you could win a SI5
gift certiftcaie from Stingers
Cafe. 1414 E. Wooster (Does
not include tax. gratuity, or
alcoholic beverages).
Drop your answers in ih<
entry box located in the BG
News editorial office. 214
West Hall.
Entries are due each
Thursday. 5 p.m. The
winning entry will be named
at that time. If more than one
correct entry is received, a
drawing will be held to
determine the winner.
Employees of BGSU
Student Publications are not
eligible.

TWELFTH
NIGHT
BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
NOVEMBER

TICKETS: ADULTS $6

15,16,18,19 AT 8 P.M.

STUDENTS, SR. CITIZENS $4

& NOVEMBER 19 AT 2 P.M.

FOR RESERVATIONS,

EVA MARIE SAINT THEATRE

CALL 372-2719

Lest week's winner wo Jennifer Manzolfo, who correctly
Identified the ob|ecl « a football helmet's focemejfc.

ENTRY FORM
Name

Address
Phone Number
What is it?
Hclurn to IHi News Editorial Office. 214 West 11, ill. lit ..s(
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University profs write their own texts
by Nancy Erikson

Often times professors want to contribute something to their field. Writing a
textbook is a way for professors to become
involved in their field and help themselves.
Professors here at the University have
found that not only can a textbook be
profitable monetarily — but in the classroom as well.
"Continuity is the main advantage of using your own text. I wrote my book along
with a colleague, Sandra Hybets, while I
was teaching at the University of Massachusetts. I had no intention of writing the
text solely for the use of my class. I wanted
to offer something to the field and knew
there was a market for this type of text. So
when Sandra approached me with the idea
to write the text I agreed," Richard
Weaver, IPCO professor said.
The text Weaver is referring to is Speech
Communication and its extension Communicating Effectively. He said that he
came to the University in 1974 and was
given permission to use the text in his own
class. Both the original and its extension
have been well received, not only by the
University but around the world as well.
"The texts are concise and are good resources for those interested in studying
communication. They are the second best
selling books in the world in their market,"
he added.
With the success of such a text, one
would think that the process was a long
and painful one. However, Weaver said
that it took only six months for the book to
be written and published.
"Sandra called me and asked if I wanted
to write a text. We decided to split the
chapters according to our strengths in certain areas of our field. She had already
contacted a publisher, D. Van Nostrand
Company, so we only needed to write some

| CAMPUS
OTI

FILMS

Richard Weaver, IPCO professor, hit authored several book*
on effective communication. Weaver uses hit own books In hit

sample chapters for them so the publisher
could send out the material to be reviewed.
"The formal process is to prepare a
book perspectus for your perspective publisher. It is a report defining your intensions, your target market, your competition and the level of information that will
be covered in the text. You also need to
explain why your book is different from

CAMPUS

FILMS

CAMPUS

Friday/Sherry Kotki
IPCO courses and said students generally Ilk* using hit books
because it provides continuity in the court*.

other books that are in this market. Also
included in the perspectus are the sample
chapters that the publisher will have reviewed," Weaver said.
After the perspectus is received by the
publishers it is sent to the reviewers.
Weaver said the reviewers are usually
other professors in the field that could be
potential buyers and users of the text. The

FILMS

CAMPUS

publishers will ask the reviewers to explain
why they would or would not use the text
for teaching their classes.
"If the reviewers like the sample product, the publisher will ask to negotiate a
contract. Everything is determined at this
point copyrights, prices, investments,
permissions for others' work cited in the
■See Books, page 11.
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Audience touched by 84 Cross Road
Performer discipline and audience imaginaton provide success of production
At the Theater
by Nancy Erikson and
Lisa Bodollo
Good afternoon folks and welcome to another episode of At the Theatre with Lisa
Bodollo and Nancy Erikson. Today we will
be critiquing 84 Charing Cross Road by
Helene Hanff, adapted by James RooseEvans and directed by Dr. Lois Cheney. It
will be showing tonight and tomorrow
night at 8:00 and Sunday afternoon at 2:00
in Joe E. Brown Theatre in University
Hall.
Erikson: Lisa, I think that we should
start by telling our readers that this is no
ordinary play. It's a Reader's Theatre production, which means that it is done with
the script on the stage and mostly with the
actors and actresses sitting down on stools.
Bodollo: This is one of my favorite types
of theatre, because I think that a lot more
discipline is required to do this. With my
experience in Forensics, which is a type of
oral interpretation of literature, 1 am able
to recognize the conventions of this type of
theatre production easily and appreciate
the hard work of the performers.
Erikson: I agree that it takes a lot of discipline for this type of theatre because the
actors and actresses have very little to
work with: only a script, a stool and a stand
for their books.
Bodollo: Nancy, that's because Reader's
Theatre is based on imagery. Everything is
a series of images.
Erikson: Is that why there was no set?
There was just a plain stage with two stools

and two stands. But there was no scenery
or props or costumes or furniture.
Bodollo: That's because the material aspects of the show are supposed to be imagined by the audience through the actors
and actresses words and the way they imagine their surroundings. Elizabeth Kimes,
senior news/editorial major, played
Helene Hanff. She actually saw...
Erikson: Yeah, I could tell that she was
i- jgining her surroundings and that made
it easier for me to imagine them too.
Bodollo: Nancy, do you think that
maybe we could just once get through an
article without you interrupting me? Oh
and that is exactly what I was going to say
about the imagery. The Reader's Theatre
performers have to see the images first or
the audience never will.
Erikson: There were only two characters, Helene and her correspondant, Prank
Doe), played by James Simmonds. But they
never looked at each other, the performers
only looked at a focal point somewhere
around the eighth row of the house.
Bodollo: That is another reason why
Reader's Theatre takes so much discipline.
The characters never get to look directly at
each other so they have to imagine what
each other looks like and what their reactions would be. Erikson: Well, I think they
did a real good job. I liked Kimes' character because she was a British Literature
nut. I love Brit Lit and I found it easy to relate to the character Helene.
Bodollo: The show is basically about a
New York script writer, Helene Hanff, who
buys old books from a bookstore in London. She begins to correspond with the
store owners and workers and through this
becomes friends with them even though
she never gets to meet them. One person

FUN FOOD
FUN TIMES
FOR FUN PEOPLE

353-0988
104 S. Main St., B.G.

DOWNSTAIRS
45 Sandwiches, 60 Brands of Beer, Homemade
Soups, Fondue, Ribs, Steaks and Desserts

UPSTAIRS
Happy Hours Monday-Friday 4-9 p.m.
Munchle Buffet 4-7 p.m.
TUES.-SAT. LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
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she becomes the closest to is Frank Doel
who lives in London.
Erikson: Did you sense any tension
there, Lisa, between Helene and Frank? I
know Frank was married, but did you feel
like they were starting to like each other?
Bodollo: Yes I did. As their letters progressed they became more intimate with
each other and I wondered if they ever met
each other, could they fall in love.
Erikson: I don't know if there was supposed to be this type of tension. Whether
the performers intended it to be there or
not doesn't matter. It was because they
were so much in character that it was easy
for me to get interested in their characters.
Bodollo: There is one point in the play
that Helene writes to Frank that he is the
only one in the world that understands
her. I think that kind of sums up their
whole relationship. They were an ocean
apart, yet by the end of the play they were
two of the closest people in the world.
Erikson: The play is really very, I hate to
use this word, serene. It was funny and
touching, but most of all it was just very enjoyable. It is basically a play about people.
And there is even a little history in it
Bodollo: Well, I'm going to give this
show a "thumbs up." This is the kind of

show I would recommend for anyone.
What about you Nancy?
Erikson: I would give it a "thumbs up"
too. 1 loved the characters and the story.
Not to mention a couple of excellent performances.
So, 84 Charing Cross Road gets "two
thumbs up" from Bodollo and Erikson. It
was an excellent production and one worth
making the effort to see this weekend.

For Student
Teachers only!
The KEY is holding a special
portrait sitting on Tuesday, Nov. 15
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1989 senior section, too!
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Only $5
372-8086
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Teachers Only!
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Remember history on Veteran's Day
by Christopher J. Dawson

Midway, or trying not to go mad while under a naval bombardment on Guadalcanal, or storming the beaches of
Normandy, or seeing his best friend blown up by a mortar
in Italy. Those are just places that we just can't relate to.
It is a shame that we ignore our soldiers and veterans.
Nowadays, the Civil War is seen as the setting for "North
and South," World War II as the setting for "Hogan's
Heroes" and "The Winds of War," Korea as the setting
for "M'A'S'H," and of course Vietnam is remembered
for "Platoon," and "Apocalypse Now."
More often than not, these movies and T.V. shows are
terribly inaccurate. How painful it must be to veterans of
these last wars to see the conflict they survived to be turned into a comedy, or a romantic soap opera. War is hell,
not a made-for-television movie.

Today is Friday, Nov. 11. Big deal, right? After all. it is a
Friday, which means that everyone is just concerned
about what parties are tonight, or what bars to go to tonight. Hardly anyone is aware that exactly 70 years ago
today at 11 a.m. the first World War, the "war to end all
wars" ended, as the German delegation signed the armistice agreement in a railway car in the forest of Compiegne,
France. Tens of millions perished in that war.
Big deal, right? After all, what is World War I but a
chapter in the history books? Names like Foch, Clemenceau. Lloyd Ceorge, Haig, Pershing, Ludendorff, Hindenburg. and Hohenzollem are largely forgotten. What does
World War I have to do with today?
The answer is plenty. Modem Europe emerged after
World War I, as countries like Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, and Poland appeared on the maps of the world,
created by the statesmen at Versailles. Most of the problems of today's world had their start back then. But it was
70 years ago. Ancient history. Today is Armistice Day, but
who cares? So what if mankind, still reeling from the senseless slaughter that was the First World War, started
down the path to another war, a war that would eventually
claim over 50 million lives?
It was after that second war, that war that started the
Nuclear Age. that this date was changed to Veteran's Day,
to honor all veterans of the military. While there are few
survivors today of World War I, there are still many of the
World War II veterans. However, their numbers dwindle
with each passing year. Most people of our generation ignore them.
"Oh no, Grandpa's going to tell another one of his boring war stories" is a frequent comment from a young person of today. Maybe they are boring. After all, who really
wants to hear about Grandpa barely surviving the Bataan
Death March, or being the only survivor of his squadron at

Pogl IQI*S

But why do we ignore history and the sacrifices made by
veterans? Well, the U.S. primary and secondary education
systems are partially to blame, by downgrading history
with very dull and boring textbooks, and history teachers
that are usually hired because they are also sports coaches.
I'm not saying that all history teachers are bad, because
there are some great ones out there, but there also are
some bad ones as well. Another reason history is ignored
and disliked is because the U.S. is a future-oriented society. Why worry about the past? Certainly it doesn't affect
us. Wrong.
We are all taught that the Soviet Union is the enemy,
the "evil empire," that only wants to destroy our way of life
and turn us all into communist slaves. We used to be their
allies. We've also invaded the U.S.S.R. Anyone remember
that' (It was in 1919.) They may be ideologically different
than us, but in one aspect of their society, they are far better than us; they do not forget history.

All Soviet schoolchildren learn about The Great Patriotic War (WWII), the over 20 million deaths suffered in the
Soviet Union, and the sacrifices made by the Soviet citizens. Veterans of that conflict are treated with respect
and not ignored, as in the U.S.
Yes, we ignore our veterans. After all. they haven't made
any contributions to our daily lives, have they? Well, the
answer is yes. Many of our presidents were veterans, most
notably Washington, Jackson, Grant, Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, Ford, Carter, and Reagan. Both president-elect Bush and his vice-president are veterans, as
well as Dukakis and Bentsen. Do you still think that remembering veterans is unimportant?
In closing, I'm sure that there are people out there who
believe that our veterans should not be honored, because
they are just "mindless tools of the imperialistic U.S.
govemmenf'or something else along those lines. Wrong.
The very purpose of our armed forces is to protect our
freedom and our way of life.
Even so, they are still not treated with any respect This
immediately brings to mind the statement that everyone
loves a soldier — during a war. As for history, (does it
seem obvious that I am very partial to history?) we should
not ignore that, either. Only by remembering those mistakes in history can we avoid another World War. another
Holocaust and perhaps never need armies or navies.
However, the anonymous quote that "History teaches that
history does not teach" is sadly true.
Christopher J. Dawson is a sopohmore history major
from Mentor, Ohio.
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Foilntainhead lacks unique identity
Moaic
by Frank EspotHo
Great gosh-a-mighty pop music certainly
does have problems.
Dinosaurs like Steve Winwood and
Cheap Trick still roam the earth while hotblooded mammals such as the Replacements and the Hoodoo Gurus labor in relative obscurity. Every time something promising hits the airwaves (The Information
Society's "What's On Your Mind (Pure
Energy)", Joan Jett's "I Hate Myself For
Loving You") it's automatically countered
by something like... Voice of Reason by the
Fountainhead.
It's not so much that this album makes
you want to flat-out wretch (a la Whitney
Houston), if s just that it's so bland, so
faceless, such an amorphous blob of rock
cliches. Voice of Reason could be by Cutting Crew or Johnny Hates Jazz or Reo
Speedwagon or Foreigner or any number
of bands lacking an individual, unique musical identity. The vocals are somewhat acceptable, the rhythms are standard rock
fare, and the guitars are watered down Eddie Van Halen.

its predictable course, the pop world will
still be waiting for it to be done right again.
The album's first cut,"Someone Like
You", sets the pace. Seventies rock introweak stab at "heartfelt" lyrics-tepid guitar
break-leave you in the same condition they
found you with a little less faith in the
power of rock.
"Still Dreaming", "Driving In My
Car"(Why oh why hasn't somebody killed
Chicago yet?), and "Step By Step" are basically identical, so detailed analysis is
pointless.
"The Price You've Got To Pay" is mentionable for its better-than-the-rest melody
and the Cheech Marin-doing-Elizabethean
theater sound of its vocals. Solid bass lines
are the strong points of this album. They
pop up on "The Price...", "This Generatic HI "(which doesn't live up to its title), and
"Future Days"(ditto).
The lyrics on most of the tracks are incidental. I hate to do this, but I've got to cite

some examples. Grit your teeth. It'll be
over soon. From "Angel": "The world is
closing in/It's just an illusion." From "Future Days": "In a million
years/Something's gonna change." From
"The Rain Came Down": "The rain came
down/Like so many tears." These guys are
eminently qualified to teach Rock Cliches
101.
Some interesting lines do wiggle in, for
example. "It don't give pleasure/It don't
give pain/We're goin' for a joumey/On
the nowhere train" from "Nowhere Train,"
but the most depressing lyrical situation
occurs on "This Generation."
The title sounds promising and brings to
mind visions of The Who's "My Generation." But where The Who claimed the sixties as their own by using "my" and "I"
throughout the song, the Fountainhead
leave the eighties up for grabs by using
"this" and "you." Why is pop afraid to
make statements anymore? It's maddening. If Grand Funk Railroad makes a

comeback, I'm buying some real estate in
Siberia.
"The Rain Came Down" dismisses Voice
of Reason in typical fashion. From the title, you'd think that this tune would make
a great ecological lament or emotional metaphor. NAH! That'd be damn near creative. This is the eighties, remember?
Where Kingdom Come goes platinum, the
Beastie Boys go triple-platinum, and Huey
Lewis is allowed to walk the streets without
being pummeled incessantly by just men.
It's enough to drive a man to drink. I
wouldn't get half as upset if I didn't see so
much potential in pop music. But I'll keep
the faith. 112 has a new album out and
R.E.M. went platinum last year. Anything
can happen.
But if unflavored gelatin like Voice of
Reason continues to be released, there's
still gonna be hard times in the land of
plenty.

This kind of pop hasn't been done properly since the Outfield released Way Deep
in 1985, and after Voice of Reason has run
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Today is Friday...
Writer tired of
team complaints
by Jim Cummer
The 1988 presidential election is finally
over. While it is tempting to make George
Harry Bush jokes, I, for one, am going to
miss Mike Dukakis. No more talk about
the Duke and Willie Morton (I thought he
used to play for the old Tigers), no more
great drug addiction stories that Kitty can
share with Barbara Walters. Hell, who are
we going to pick on?
Maybe we can pick on those swimmers
who claimed that they were losing body
hair in the swimming pool. I bet they support early prisoner release programs. And
how much do you want to bet that they dig
the "L" word?
Wasn't it the female swimmers who
complained the loudest about losing substantial amounts of leg and body hair? Why
should they complain? They shave it off
anyway. Unless they are French. Or related
to Holla Abzug.
You never hear dolphins complaining
about body hair. And dolphins have never
requested government officials to shut
down the ocean because they were dodging all of the commercial sludge that gets
in their way. Yeah...I think we could easily
pick on the swimmers.
FRIDAY FUN FACTS...The big round
wad of pink rubber on the tip of roller
skates is called a "toe stop."

FREE CATALOG

FRIDAY WITH GERALDO...The only
column that creates topics for Geraldo's
terribly important televison show. This
week's suggestion:
"PAPERBOYS WITHOUT ARMS AND
LEGS WHO KILL...News from hell, This
week on Geraldo."

of Government Books
Sml for your copy today'
Free Catalog
Bm J7000
Bu.hingwii DC .'l»H 7l"l
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is counting the shopping
days until Christmas.
w

ARE YOU?
Get a head start on your shopping.
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SHOP FRANKENMUTH, Ml
Saturday, Nov. 19
depart Union Oval at 8 a.m.
return to BGSU around 8 p.m.
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«*

$10 - transportation
* sicn UP In UAO office. 3rd floor Union
through Thursday. Nov. 17 or call 372-2343
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

FRIDAY LOCAL NEWS...The only column that dares reprint actual news items
found in the Bowling Green SentinelTribune. This week we reprint an item
from the Nov. 9 edition:
"A Siamese cat was found in the 400
block of North Main Street, and was taken
to the Wood County Humane Society."
FRIDAY SYNONYMS OF THE
WEEK...This week we list the eight best
synonyms for the balding swim team:
Hairless, glabrous, depilated, tonsured,
smoothies effeminates, plucked, moby
slicks
FRIDAY WITH ELVIS...The only column that tells you what his majesty, OUR
KING, was doing on a particular Friday.
On Friday, November 22,1957, "Elvis'
Christmas Album" was a spotlight pick in
"Billboard Magazine." The trade journal
said, "Here's a packaging job that can
hardly miss. The disk itself has great Presley treatments of Christmas songs and carols." The magazine also reported that
radio station WCFL in Chicago banned all
Elvis records, probably as a stunt to tie in
with the opening of his movie "Jailhouse
Rock." The station was picketed by a local
fan club, but not before a press release had
been sent out to the local news media.
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Alumnus wins
national contest

Virus sparks ethics debate

by Christine Forrcr

NEW YORK (AP) - The marauding computer virus unleashed last week has jolted
many academics into realizing that ethical
values are critical in a field where brilliant
minds can turn dangerously arrogant,
careless and naive.
I would like to see students more sensitized to this." said Peter Yee, a member of
the experimental computing center at the
University of California's Berkeley campus,
one of the targets of the virus.
The virus, believed spread by a graduate
computer science student at Cornell University, clogged an estimated 6,000 computers at universities and research institutes by spreading via electronic mail
networks and making copies of itself. It reportedly only took up memory space and
did not destroy files.
"Before this incident, students felt that
security and privacy were somebody else's
problems," Yee said Monday. "Now that
one of our own has done this, I expect
more in-depth discussion."
Others queried in an informal sampling
of top U.S. universities said they believe
most computer science students have a
fundamental grasp of proper ethical conduct But several said computer advances
are moving so quickly that questions of
right and wrong often have not been discussed in depth.
"I think there's a broad consensus
among students and faculty at Harvard
that tampering with major computer information systems is a very bad thing to
do, and it can cause disruption within the
whole social structure," said John Shattuck, Harvard vice president for government community and public affairs.
At the same time, Shattuck said, "I think
the technology is moving so rapidly here
that if s somehow gotten ahead of the discussion and careful weighing of principles,
as reflected in the slow evolution in the law

A1988 graduate of the University who
used to perturb his piano teacher by composing while he practiced has won second
place in the 1988 Society of Composers
Inc. Student Composition Contest
Scott Jamison, who graduated in August
with a master's degree in music composition, will travel to the 1989 SCI National
Conference at Florida State University.
There, he will receive a plaque and a
$300 cash prize for his winning composition,"Sketches For the Viola and Piano."
"I used to annoy my piano teacher by
composing while I practiced," said Jamison, who is originally from Walla Walla,
Washington and has also received an undergraduate degree from Eastern Washington University.
While attending Bowling Green, Jamison studied under Marilyn Shrude, assistant professor in the college of Musical
Arts, who advised him to enter the contest.
"You must be studying with a teacher
who is a member of the organization in order to enter the contest," Jamison said.
Contest rules require student composers
from across the country to send a musical
score to the society.
In addition, students must be enrolled
full-time at a university and be under 25
years of age, Jamison said.
Jamison said he hopes to begin working
toward a doctorate in composition, and
would also like to pursue a job in college
music education, teaching music theory
and related courses.
Jamison is currently writing a new piece
for the clarinet

V'unv
astute enough
k> discuss the
philosophical
ramifications of
Victor Frankls
"Existential
Vacuum?
And you're
still smoking?

in this area. This case will certainly draw
attention to the questions."
The Cornell student, Robert T. Morris
Jr., did his undergraduate studies at Harvard.
The Justice Department has directed the
FBI to conduct a full-scale criminal investigation of Morris and the incident, a
government source familiar with the case
said late Monday on condition of anonymity. The FBI had been conducting a preliminary inquiry.
"If s a bit terrifying," the 23-year-oW
Morris said.
Thomas Guidoboni, a lawyer in Washington, D.C., said he had been retained to
represent Morris, who is staying at his family's Arnold, Md., home. "We have notified
the federal authorities of our representation and his whereabouts," Guidoboni said.
Eugene Mallove, spokesman and chief
science writer for the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, said the virus incident
compelled the school's authorities to reiterate their policy on the misuse of computers, which will be published Wednesday
in the campus newspaper, Tech Talk.
"We're going to send out a message loud
and clear that this is not to be tolerated.

this is not a matter to be taken lightly," he
said.
The spread of the virus occurred just a
few weeks after MIT held a symposium on
ethics in high-technology fields, although
the specific question of spreading computer viruses wasn't discussed, Mallove said.
James Ball, director of computing at
Stanford University, another victim of the
virus, said most students and researchers
were awed by the infestation and how easily it spread.
"A lot of us have talked about what
could have happened. If this had been a
malicious attack, it could have been a real
disaster," Ball said. "For us, the reaction
was wiping the sweat off our brow and saying 'woooh.'"
But Ball said that underlying ethical and
legal questions about why spreading such a
virus was wrong, or even whether it was
wrong, haven't been discussed much, reflecting an important weakness in the discipline.
"There's a great deal of naivete among
computer science people. They spend an
enormous amount of their lives in front of
a screen. Some are somewhat introverted,"
he said.
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Summer travel teaches leadership
to University Army ROTC seniors
by Kathy Fox

PhotO/Pai Mingarelli
Karl EIMM, Imhrnan undecided ma|or, la caught In tha mlddla of a pedal
picker. Elaaaa, who la rankad (iflh In tha nation In freestyle bicycling, la preparing tor a weekend competition In Wichita, Kan.
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Many people join the Navy to see the world, but the Army ROTC program proved this
summer that a person need not be in the Navy to have the opportunity to travel.
Five University seniors spent three to five weeks of their summer vacations on military
bases in West Berlin, Hawaii, Alaska and Missouri as part of an intense ROTC program
known as Cadet Troop Leadership Training.
CTLT is a program designed for cadets to experience what a second lieutenant in the
United States Army does.
"The program permits cadets to assume leadership positions and prepare them for the
way the Army is really run," Dean P. Worthington, senior criminal justice major, said.
Worthington left the United States on June 21 to spend five weeks in West Berlin as an
officer in the U.S. Army.
A typical day began at 5:30 a.m. with an hour-long physical training (PT) program,
consisting of situps, pushups and other exercises, Worthington said.
Office paperwork and morning staff meetings followed breakfast at the mess hall, which
is similar to a University cafeteria.
According to Worthington, the rest of the day consisted of combat in the city, in which
a city replica was constructed with the sole intention of being destroyed by live ammunition during training.
The company to which Worthington was assigned was ordered to patrol the Berlin
Wall, a popular tourist attraction
. "Some West Germans were demonstrating right on the wall. They got real excited
when we showed up," he said. "The East Germans thought we were trying to start a riot
'The East Germans began running to the wall and the MP's (military police) told us to
get the hell out," Worthington said.
Things were a little more quiet in Fairbanks, Alaska, where Michael Barnard, senior
political science and history major, spent three weeks.
"The first week I watched what was going on, the second week I mostly ran errands,"
he said. "The third week I ran the training and made schedules. That's when I really got
to know how helpful the people were."
According to Barnard, who lived in a one-room apartment-style hall, Alaska was a
different environment in which daylight hours occupied about 19 hours of the day and
the temperature reached the 70-degree mark.
Kelly Greene, senior nursing major, had little difficulty adapting to the environment in
Ft Leonard Wood, Mo., where she experienced her CTLT training.
Greene, who was assigned to the administrative aspect of a hospital, spent her training
in meetings, writing letters of recommendation and doing secretarial work.
. "The Army is just like another community. It's a normal life. You may have to go by a
few regulations and wear a uniform, but it's basically the same," Green said.
Neal Mclntyre, senior interpersonal public communication major, also spent his training at Ft Leonard Wood with a combat engineering unit
An engineering unit is responsible for the construction of bridges, setting up tank obstacles, explosives and mines, Mclntyre said.
Mclntyre and his sponsor organized training and meeting schedules and observed the
instruction of the drill sergeants in their training of the new recruits.
"The drill sergeants are rough because they need to discipline these people," he said.
"They're just people. They really cared about the guys and didn't want them to get hurt"
Kim Cassese, senior public administration major, had the opportunity to train with a
medical unit in Schofield Barracks, Hawaii.
"I had an ambulance platoon," Cassese said. "I went back and forth between him
(sponsor) and my platoon."
"You go in totally green — you can make mistakes," she said, "but they (officers) still
treated me like a lieutenant"
Cassese had the duty of leading personnel her own age in physical training. "If s odd to
have someone your own age look up to you to take charge," she said.
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JOE E. BROWN THEATRE—University Hall
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Books
■(Continued from page 4)
text for instance, cartoons. Also, the
schedule is set for when the rest of the
chapters will be completed. Deadlines for
everything are set: printing dates, distribution, everything. Then you just begin your
work and keep to the schedule," Weaver
said.
While he has co-written a text with one
of his colleges. Weaver said he prefers to
write alone. He has written another text,
Understanding Interpersonal Communication.
"I find it much easier to work by yourself. You are free to work as you want You
can set your own pace," Weaver said.
Weaver said that the books he has written and the use of them in his own classes
have been a success. The students seem to
like the book and the continuity that
having the teacher and the author being
one in the same can offer. Not only have
the students benefitted from the text
Weaver has as well.
"Of course it's profitable because not
only the students of this school use them.
Also, I have written many issues and
different books. The books are popular,
like I said, because I wrote them to add
knowledge to the field, not just to make a
profit" Weaver said.
He added that he encourages other
professors to do the same. Sometimes students complain about the class being in
only one perspective but for the most part
students like the continuity.
Aside from offering something new to a
market other professors write their own
books because they feel they can improve
the products already in the market.

"Well, one reason I wrote my own accounting book was because I thought I had
a better idea about writing a book on this
subject. Another reason was simply because I hadn't done this before," Mark
Asman, professor of accounting and MIS,
said.
He said that unlike some authors, it took
much longer than six months to write the
book. Accounting Today was written between 1980 and 1985, and came out in
1986.
'This was never a full-time job with me.
My collegues and I wrote it here at the University during available time. We only
wrote one version; it's the publisher's option to revise it" he said
The book's publisher is West Publishing. Asman said they have a standard contract and one aspect of the contract is that
the publisher chooses to revise the issue,
however, he must ask the author or authors first. The author has the right to say
he doesn't want to revise the book. Should
this happen, the publisher can ask another
author to revise the book.
"Typically, the authors go to the publishers who don't currently have the type of
book you have written. In my case, I would
have sent my book to publishers that
didn't have accounting books. However, in
our case, Mandell in West Publishing was
looking for an accounting book. So in
other words, the publisher found us.
"Aside from the publisher asking us for
the book, we had an extra step that usually
doesn't occur when writing a textbook.
When the book was reviewed by others in
the field, copies were also sent to a major
CPA firm for editing to make sure they
agreed with the principles and answers to
the problems. This really helped because
we got two kinds of input — from both

other teachers and an actual accounting
firm," Asman said.
The textbook has been a success, in that
it offers a good resource to the market for
professors teaching accounting. However,
it has not been a money maker for Asman.
"The book has not been a money maker
but other successful books in this field can
make money for the authors. If you look at
the dollars per hour, we make less on this
book than the average student employee
on campus.
"There are two basic reasons we aren't
making money off the students. One is that
when the book was printed, there were
some professional example copies made
that were given to accounting professors
around the country. These were not sold.
They were given away, so we made nothing. Also, we make no money when a book
is sold used."he said.
Asman added that he felt there should
be royalties on used and resold books but
as of now there are none. He also said that
although using his own text has been beneficial to him, he would not suggest everyone write his own.
"I think that is a personal decision. This
is not something 1 would suggest one do
early in someone's career. Writing a textbook does not count as research to gain
tenure. However, later on in someone's career I would encourage it Although, as I
stated, it is not for everyone," Asman said.
He added that he found there to be more
consistency in his teaching since he has
been using his own book and that has been
a great asset Students usually benefit from
a professor's textbook and while it may
seem that the class would only have one
perspective, the material often becomes
more unified.
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Billboard Top 10
videocassettes
The following are the most popular videocassettes as they appear in next week's issue of Billboard magazine. Copyright
1988, Billboard Publications, Inc. Reprinted with permission.
VIDEOCASSETTE SALES
l.'E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial" (MCA)
2. "Cinderella" (Disney)
3."Dirty Dancing" (Vestron)
4."Callanetics" (MCA)
5."Good Morning, Vietnam" (Touchstone)
6."Lady and the Tramp" (Disney)
7."Doctor Zhivago" (MCM-UA)
8."Mickey Commemorative Edition"
(Disney)
9."Start Up With Jane Fonda" (Lorimar)
10."Def Leppard: Historia" (Polygram)

VIDEOCASSETTE RENTALS
l."Beetlejuice" (Warner)
2."E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial'' (MCA)
3."Shoot to Kill" (Touchstone)
4."Moonstruck" (MCM-UA)
5"Masquerade" (CBS-Fox)
6."Batteries Not Included" (MCA)
7."Cinderella" (Disney)
8."Broadcast News" (CBS-Fox)
9."RamboIH"(IVE)
lOV'She's Having a Baby" (Paramount)

Friday
FAST, FREE DELIVERY

BOWLING QREEN

3530044

1045 N. MAIN ST

r

Save $$

2

Medium!
Pizzas

$7 95
Only 90
Covo<> loth fin
Mo Othor Coupon
Witt. 1 Si. OH*.

Centerfold Night
win fantastic prizes!

Addttionol Itoim
Only 1.10
COVOTI loth Ham
No Otho* Coupon
wtlh Thrt OHor
M.W

Saturday
Bare Teddy Contest
dare to bare and win!
open until 4 a.m.
CHECK OUT OUR NEW LIGHT SHOW

25481 Dixie Highway 874-2254
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Music
■(Continued from page 1)
A rousing cover of the Hoodoo Gurus'
"What's My Scene" and a splendid original
entitled "Don't Try To Change Me" were
the highlights of their set. It was well after
2 a.m. before Billy could chase them off
the stage (to pleas of "C'mon, just one
morel") and bring Tuesday's packed show
to a close.
But, there was a lot of local energy yet to
be unleashed. Wednesday lay ahead,
promising more fun and aural stimulation
than one college town should be allowed to
have. It more than lived up to its promise.
Opiate of the Masses kicked off the
Wednesday show with a set of clever, melodic originals. The scathing accusations
and drums of "Cities," the galloping bass
and guitar lines of "Short Life (Nuclear
Dance Song)," and the crackle of "I Am
Electric" particularly showed off the
band's talents.
Lead vocalist Scott Summitt worked the
stage in an impressive emotional manner
and also conducted an impromptu orchestra of audience members during "Go."
Summitt said that the shows were "a
great opportunity to see the local music
scene," and added they were "vastly
underrated."
Electric rockers Sheepish Grin were up
next. They completely conquered the
Howard's stage. From bassist Troy Raszka's opening spasms on"Haircut," they
showed why they are one of the area's
premiere outfits. A majority of their numbers, such as "Anyway" and "Perfect Day,"
were from their dynamic second release
Peggy.
They peaked on a mid-set triumvirate
consisting of the electric contrast of "Mrs.
Wilson" (alcoholic schizophrenia unleashed), the twangy fuzz-chords of "Through
My Teeth," and the fury of U2's "Trip
Through Your Wires." Guitarist Paul
Johnson's rhythmic lurching offset Troy's

bass-battles and Larry Zengel's rollicking
drumbeats perfectly. Their set was probably the best of both nights. "This really
helps us out," Paul said. "It gives more
people a chance to see us."
Another local music giant, Toledo's Art
School, maintained Sheepish Grin's intensity level in their own brash style. They
played such cuts as "No Big Deal," "Cinncinnati Bitch," and "I'm In Love With
Your Mother" from their spectacular Ato
Pain... So Gain release. Johnson from
Sheepish Grin joined them for a rare
thrash rendition of the Bee Gees' "Stayin'
Alive," which put the Brothers Gibb to
shame. This is one band that's really got it
together, with '60s guitar riffs and pulsating backbeats aplenty.
Bassist Perry Finch commented the
showcase was "a really selfless move by
Mad Hatter... it's a big step in the right
direction." Guitarist Mike Wing simply
added, "If s time to get comfortably smashed."
The time had come for the show's hosts,
Mad Hatter themselves, to take the stage.
Ed ('rally's vocals were impressive and Billy Hanway's guitar solos never stopped
movin'. Their set included R.E.M.'s
"Finest Worksong." Pink Floyd's "Wish
You Were Here," and the Smithereens'
"Only A Memory." Cratty added a lecture
on the evils of Top 40 music and urged the
crowd to support local bands that are producing top-quality original music.
"You have to support local bands. If you
don't, you're just gonna get the same old
shit and you'll only have yourselves to
blame." They closed with a Beatles medley
that included "Lucy In The Sky With Diamonds" and "Revolution."
Area punk insurrectionists XHOA finished up. They sounded more melodic
than I had been led to believe and excelled
on such cuts as "I Don't Wanna Be Me"
and "I Think I'll Drink A Bit" Bassist

Scott Kramer cut an imposing figure onstage and shamelessly tried to sell the
band's LP XHOA. He also survived a popcorn basket missile attack to which he
simply responded, "Your mama."
It was an inspiring couple of nights of
entertainment All of the bands played for
free and still gave everything they had. It
captured the powerful feeling of the area
music scene for 1988. Hanway summed it
up best at the end when he said with a
broad grin, "Let's do this once a month!".
You'll get no argument here.

Cartoons
■ (Continued from page 2)

"One of the networks' cartoons are intercut with kids in the control booth and what
we have is a kind of perpetuation of a big
lie. The illusion is that the kids are making
the shows... and are in control of what's
being shown," he said. " Yet, the whole
purpose is to advertise. So kids are being
controlled, while the networks are offering
the illusion of the kids being in control."
Related to the cartoon controversy is the
violence depicted in the shows. Nachbar
said there is a fine line in showing violence
on television. "You've got to be careful not
to have too much explicit violence and at
the same time, you've got to have just
enough so the kids will watch it"
Recently, a children's television watchdog group complained to the makers of
"The New Adventures of Mighty Mouse"
cartoon. The group objected to a segment
which showed Mighty Mouse sniffing some
crushed flower petals in his hand. According to the group, this was too close to
showing children how to abuse cocaine.
Nachbar said it is good that people are

concerned about the content of children's
television, but said the group was stretching it in the case of Mighty Mouse.
"I think it's unfortunate when larger
questions such as violence, the kinds of
values being espoused by some of the adventure shows, and the kind of relationships between product selling and
characters are ignored," he said. "All
those things have much more sinister implications and I don't know why they don't
spend their time on those things."
With all these problems, one must wonder if there is much of a future in store for
our two-dimensional friends. If you happen
to be a diehard fan, never fear. Nachbar
said cartoons may come, go and change,
but they'll still be around for some time.
When and if the day comes that the last
cartoon rolls across the screen, it will be a
sad day for kids of all ages. I can picture it
now. The last words will be those of the
immortal Porky the Pig ...
Mi-ba, b-di-ba, b-di-ba, that's all folks!

***************

Smoke detectors
save lives!
Make sure the
batteries in yours
ore working!
***************
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DAYTIME MORNING
5:00
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USA Today

5:30
Business

USA

6:00
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6:30

This Morning

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

This Morning
Stretch

Ag-Day

10:00
Family Feud

Fitness

Doctor. Doctor g

CBS News

This Morning

Peo. Court

Fam. Med.

News

NBC News

Today

Donahue

Good Morning America g

Live - Regis & Kathie Lee Geraido

J. Swaggart Jake

Sign-Oft Cont'd

9:30

Business

Sign-Oft Cont'd
Nightwatch Corn d

9:00

Sally Jessy Raphael

Business

Sign-Off Cont'd

Homestretch Sesame Street g

'

10:30
H Square

11:00
Price

Mr Dressup Sesame St.

Family Feud

Card Sharks Price

Sale

Cl Cone

Fortune
Home

Instructional Programming

@)

Sign-Oft Cont'd

Business

Kangaroo

Sesame Street g

Instructional Programming

CD

Sign-Off Cont'd

Jetsons

Woody

C.O.P.S.

Little Pony

Workout

SD

Sign-Off Com d

News

Porky Pig

Yogi Bear

Double Dare G.I. Joe

Smurfs

Little House on the Prairie

ESPN

Varied

Getting Fit

Aerobics

Nation's Business Today

SportsCtr.

Varied Programs

TMC

Movie

Varied Programs

Movie

Relatively

Love Con.

Sweethearts Jeannie

1 Love Lucy

Mom. Brk.

700 Club
Getting Fit

Varied

Movie

DAYTIME AFTERNOON

o
o
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
ESPN

11:30

12:00

Price

News

Sesame St.

Midday

1:00

1:30

Young and the Restless

12:30

Bold/Bea.

Pries

News

Win, Lose

News

Scrabble

Gro. Pains

Ryan's Hope Loving

3:00

4:00

3:30

Guiding Light

4:30

5:00

Geraido

Parenting

5:30

Donahue

Sun Country Varied Programs

Video Hits

News

As the World Turns

Guiding Light

Days ol Our Lives

Another World

Santa Barbara

All My Children

One Lite to Live

General Hospital

Little House on the Prairie Win, Lose

News

Varied

Sesame Street g

Mr Rogers

Varied

Instructional Programming
TBA

Dating

700 Club

B. Hillbillies

Andy Griffith CHiPs

Basic Tr.

Aerobics

Bodyshapi

TMC Movie

Taikaboul

BolO/Bea

Instructional Programming

Instructional Varied

Bewitched

2:30

Varied Programs
Young and the Restless

Instructional

2:00

As the World Turns

Newlywed

Gong Show

Sq. 1 TV

Oprah Winfrey g

Family Ties

Cosby Show

Facts ot Lite M'A-S-H

News

USA Today

Instructional Programming

Sesame Street g

Mr Rogers

Sq. t TV

H. Square

Jem

Flintstones

Chipmunks

Yogi Bear

Gh Dusters

DuckTales

Double Dare

Gilligan

Little Pony

Chipmunks

Teens

DuckTales

Fun House

Strokes

Webster

Varied Programs
Movie

Movie

Varied Programs
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FRIDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30

o
o
CD
a
©
0D
EiJ
ED

NMt
To Be Announced
Newt

CBS News

CBS News

USA Today

Charlie Br

Ontario

Space

Street Legal

Fortune

Jeopardy 1

Charlie Br

9:30

9:00

Last Resort

Dallas

Latt Resort

Dallas

10:00

10:30

Falcon Crest

Tommy Hunter

11:00

12:00

Taxi

NMH

Good Rockln' Tonlte

NOWS

Magnum. P.I.

Journal
Falcon Crest

11:30

News

Jeffersons

"Marco"

Newt

[NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cheers

Sonny Spoon

Something Is Out There

Miami Vice

News

Tonight Show

ABC News

Affair

FMkj Foud

Strangers

Full House

Belvedere

20/20

rwws

Nightline

Movie: "Mad Bomber"

Streamside

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wash Week

Wall Si

Doctor Who

TenofUt

Letterman

ETES

Ideas

EastEnders

Yr Show

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Firing Line

TFJA

Wash. Week Wan St.

Tinker, Tailor. Soldier. Spy American Playhouse

Ideas

Business

D Shadow

Batman

Get Smart

WKRP

H.'t Heroes

Roddord Flat

Movie: "The Godfather Saga

B. Miner

Morton Downey Jr.

Spoons

Facts ot Lite Family Ties

New Beaver

NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Chicago Butt

Jeflersons

Sanford

Racing

Drag Racing: IHRA Nitro Showdown

SportsCtr.

•Baby. It's You" Cont'd

News

Human Powered Veh.

Movie: "The Golden Child

Adventure

Racing: Breeders Crown

Movie: "RoooCop"

Late Show

Fall Guy

Baseball: ML Starevt. Japanese Start

Movie: "The Untouchables

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
NOVEMBER 12,1988
11.00
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30
4:00
4:30
5:00
College Football: Teams to be Announced
O Mighty M. Teen Wolf Movie: "Jaws of Satan"
Sportsweekend
O Besi Sellers Your Wealth What's New Wondersk. Sea Hunt Driver's Seat Nature of Things
College Football Teams to be Announced
0 Mighty M. Teen Wolf Its EmestI Storybreak Newsmakers Showcase Kingdom
My Honor
New Archies Young Univ Quiz Show
Cheers
PBA Bowling: True Value Open
SportsWortd
ID ALF Cont'd EdGrimley Punky B.
Crack-Ups
Federation Wrestling
Generation
History ot Football
For. Lean
CoKege Football: Michigan State at Indiana
W Bugs iTweety
Woodwright Kovels
Madeleine
Business
Garden
Gourmet
Old House
Austin City Limits
The MM
Al Creatures
0 Cooking

0

O
0

Motorweek

Yan Cooks

Maturity

MeMnger

This/NFL

College Football: Onto State at Iowa

Soul Train

College Gameday

TMC

wivw

Tough Guys

Streamside

War of the Worlds

ESPN Sports

0
0
GD
S3
0

Garden

Woodwright

movie:

7:30

8:00
Dancing

N#W8

CBS News

PM Weekend

Sat. Report

Nat'l Geo

Real Fishing Oon Cherry

News

CBS News

Fortune

Newt

NBC News

Cash Exp

So. Cooking Gourmet

ine

UIHI

9:00

9:30

Simon & Simon

10:00 | 10:30

N8WS

NHL Hockey: Edmonton Oilers at Toronto Maple Leafs

N8ws

Amen

Golden Girls

Hunter

Newt

Saturday Night Uve

DC Folfces

To Be Announced

Previews

AutOn City Limits

Great Performances
Movie: "Mounted Police"

Star Trek

Reporters

Beyond Tomorrow

War of the Worlds

Reporters

Movie: "The Godfather Saga"

Empty Nesl

Police Story
Hotywood Legends

Star Trek: Next Gener

College Footbat Teams to be Announced
Movie: "The Untouchables"

NAIL SPECIAL
New Glassway Nails
Regularly $30.

Open Mon. - Sat.
10-9
Sun. 12-5

Walnuts
$2.99 /lb.

Chocolate Covered
Raisins
$1.99 /lb.

Butterfry Crisps
$2.99 /lb.

Gourmet Coffee
20 % OFF

Now $5 Off
with this coupon.
Ask for Suzie.
STYLING STUDIO

11/17/88

Spit. Image

Movie: "High Sierra"

Wonderworks

Located in
the
Woodland Mall

12:00

Nftws

Lawrence We* Show

efts**

11:30

354-1477
Good thru Nov. 30th

Deadly Illusion

12:30

Movie: "Foxes'"

West 57th

Wonderworks

Scoreboard

Movie:

Simon & Simon

Lawrence We* Show

Movie: "Tin Men"

Happy Days

Footbel: Pittsburgh at Perm State

Miranda

Ramona

"Deadly Illusion" Cont'd

It's a Living

Ropes

Dancing

Crimea ol the Century

Star Trek: Next Gener.

11:00

West 57th

227

The Shenfl

Sci. Jml.

Scratch

American m ija2:TheCor trontatlon

Star Search

Mama

European

TandT

- -- -

aanunt

5:30

TBA

Lord ol the Rings"

War ol the Worlds

Nova

Alexander

PGA Golf: Nabisco Championship Third Round

8:30
Miranda

Movie:

College Football
Choice

Quitting

Rockford FUet

"And the Wall Came Tumbling Down"

ine jnwucnaum

ESPN Footbel: Pittsburgh at Perm State
TMC

Ok) House

Auto Racing Ladies Bowling Tour

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00

o
o
0
o

12:30
Benson

Wipeoui

ESPN SportsLook
TMC

NOVEMBER 11.1988
7:30
8:00
8:30

7:00

Wrestling

Grow Rich

Austin CRy Limits

SkjrvOfl

Nightmare on Elm St.

Fit the 13th Series

M'A-S-H

Movie: "The Money Pit"

SportsCtr

Racing: Australia Form. 1 Gr Prix

"American Nlnja 2: The Confrontation"

Tough Guys

VIDEO SPECTRUM
B.G.'s Largest Video Superstore
Available this week:
Above the Law, The Seventh Sign,
Return of Snowy River, and E.T.
Become a member of
Video Spectrum's V.I.P. Club
V.I.P. club members will receive
all daily specials and every
10th rental free. Stop in for details
and sign up (no charge).
112 E. Washinfiton

352-4171
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON
11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

Neighbor.

Sisk/Ebert

SportsCtr.

NFL Today

Gardener

Best Years

Meeting Place

O

o
o
ID
w
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Magnum, P.I.
Shut-ins

Mass

World Tom.

David Brmkley

1:00

1:30

2:00

3:30

3:00

4:00

Hymn Sing

Canada

4:30

WKRP

Sportsweekend: Auto Racing

5:00

CFL Football: Western Division Final

National Geographic

NFL Today

NFL Football: Chicago Bean at Washington Redskins

FtM. Com.

Replay

NFL Live

NFL Football: Regional Coverage

NFL Football: Regional Coverage

Close-Up

Bus. World

Ever Lean

Public People

Colegs Footbal: Ohio Slate at Iowa

Market

Adam Smith

Wall St

Editors

60
03
00

DeGrassi

Adam Smith

Wash. Week Wall St.

Buck Rogers

Yogi and the Invasion of the Space Bears

WWF Wrestling Challenge

Star Trek: Next Gener.

ESPN

Reporter

Computer

NFLOameday

Great Performances

Powerboat Racing

Life Matters

CE News

Hollywood Legends

Movie: "Tom Sawyer"

Movie: "Final Countdown"

R.Vaughn

Money

Firing Line

So Jrnl

Hero's Journey

The Mind

Out of World My Secret

Superboy

Rich a Famous

Movie: "Bonnie and Clyde"

Movie: "Down Twisted

Benson

One on One McLaughlin

Charles

Munstcrs

Women's Tennis: Virginia Slims ol Chicago Final

TMC Wind a Lion Movie: "Outrageous Fortune"

waSormett Branded

Movie: "Flash GordonETES

5:30

Movie

Cooper

ffl

Choice

2:30

NFL Football: Philadelphia Eagles at Pittsburgh Steelers

PGA Golf: Nabisco Champ. Final Rd.

Cycling: Spenco 500

|Movie: "Allan Quatermain and the Lost City ol Gold

Movie: Making Mr. Right

SUNDAY EVENING

o
o
ID
ID

6:00

7:00

6:30

Movie Cont'd

CFL Football: Western Division Final
News

7:30

60 Minutes

CBS News

8:00

8:30

9:00
Movie

Murder, She Wrote

Bcombers

80 Minutes

9:30

10:00 I 10:30

Where the Hell's That Gold?!!'"
Olnj riwws

Movie: "Skate!"

Movie: "Whan the Hal's That Gold?!!?"

Murder, She Wrote

11:00

11:30

12:00

Siskel

USA Today

Venture

r*8WS

Sports Zone

News

Movie: "Escape to Witch Mountain"

NFL Football: Regional

Magical Work) of Disney

Family Ties

ffl

Rich 4 Famous

Incredible Sunday

War and Remembrance

m

Lawrence Well Show

World at War

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Moyers/Campbel/Myth

Alaska at War

Sign-Off

Global Links CENews

Ramona

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Alaska at War

American Experience

Sign-Off

Star Trek. Next Gener

21 Jump Street

0D
03

©

Star Trek

ESPN

PGA Golf

Tee It Up

Newtons

Movie: "Back to the Future"

Wanted

Married

G. Shandlmg U»man

Duet

Benny Hill

21 Jump Street

Wanted

Married

G. Shandiing Ullman

Duet

Scratch

NaPrtmetfme

NFL Football: Minnesota Vikings at Dales Cowboys

TMC "Making Mr. Right" Cont'd Movie: "The Untouchables'

MONDAY EVENING
6:00
O

o

ID
ID
Ol

6:30

fcl — ajaj

News Cont'd
NOTTS

CBS News

News

Entertainment This Week

Siskel

Twin Star

Mvmi

Kenneth Copeland

SportsCenter

Movie: "Outrageous Fortune"

700 Club

NRPrtrneome

Movie: Street Smart"

NOVEMBER 14,1988
7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

CBS News

USA Today

Newhart

Of Age

Murphy

Monitor

Danger Bay

■AlkJ'Allo

DeGrassi

Smley'a People

Fortune

Jeopardy!

Newhart

Of Age

Murphy

ALF

Hogans

Movie: Too Good to Be True"

Design. W.

Design. W.

10:30

People Magazine on TV

Journal
People Magazine on TV

11:00
News

Movie: "The Dion Brothers"

Nflm

Tonight Show

Ent. Tonight

Cheers

Affair

Family Feud Kenny Rogers Weekend

o

GED-TV

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Discover Science

Survival

Camp David

Ideas

0D

MacNei/Lehrer Newshour Wonderful Work) of Disney Discover: Science

Survival

Regular Lives

0
O

Batman

Get Smart

Shake Zulu

Spoons

Facts ol Ufa Family Ties

N»jw BMW Movie: "About Last Night..."

Spcrtralts

NFL Mag.

SportsCtr.

TMC Movie: "The Stolen"

Na Footbal: Buffalo BUs at Miami Dolphins

RockfordFles

Na

Na Trivia

Hmooner

N»SW8

Skate America.' Men

Movie: "Pirates"

Water Skiing: Barefoot
Movie:

Manhunter"

FALCON HOUSE
KEEP AMERICA
BEAUTIFUL
Haircuts - $6

Mini Mall Salon
190 S. Main -thru the
brick
walkway

Nr^liUpiO

LaslKnders

Yr. Show

Tax Tips

Ideas

Business

D. Shadow

B. Miller

Morton Downey Jr.

Jefrersons

Sanford

Mage Years SportsCtr.

Benny Hi

Fat! Guy
NFL Great

Na Theatre

Movie "Quiet Cool"

B.G. Elks

Sporting Goods

Fall Lunch Specials
starting at

$2.75

"AmToticYhoe'sare"
Reebok -

basketball, running, tennis,
aerobic Save up to SI 5.00
Cross trainers and basketball
Low cut • reg. 59" Now 40"

Our dining room is open to the
public daily Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m. -1:30 p.m.
.

Sale Now in Progress
Athletic Shoes • Apparel • Sweats • Surlmwear
School Jackets • T-Shlrt Printing • Sports Equipment
123 S. Main St. Downtown B.G. 352-3610
ACTOM

352-7668

DOWNTOWN

Lertermen
News

"Your Athletic Shoe And Sports Headquarters In B.G."

Wilson-

Perms - $22." - 75

12:30
| Benson

Magnum, P.I.

NBC News

H. s Heroes

12:00
Jefferson*

News

ABC News

WKRP

11:30
Taxi

News

Wipeout

■

Trapper

The Doctor Is In

Sign-Off

IWWt

EH* SportsLook

12:30

News

^^

from Hunrington Bank

TWre I

Banquet catering available tor
Office Parties, Reunions, Awards Banquets,
etc.

Call 352-2149

16
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TUESDAY EVENING
6:00
O

o
o
IB
03
ffl
ED

o
m

News

NOVEMBER 15,1988
7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:30

9:00

USA Today

Movie: "Poaoa Academy 3: Back In Training"

Fraggle

Bless Me

fifth estate

Fortune

Jeopardy'

Movie: "Police Academy 3: Back in Training"

CBS News

News Cont'd

Market PI

N6Wt

CBS News

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Cheers

ALF

Wlpeout

ABC News

Affair

Family Feud

War and Remembrance

QED-TV

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Movie:

Man Alive

Journal

Karat* Kid Part Two"

11:30
Taxi

News

12:00
Je#ersons

F Scott Fitzgerald & Last of Bass*

NGWt

Magnum, P.I.

News

Best of Carson

News

Nightline

Movie: The Tram KsTsr"

Letterman

Nova

American Experience

David Goktblatt: In B/W

Ideas

EestEnders

Yr. Show

Wonderful Work) of Disney Nova

American Experience

Entrepreneurs

Ideas

Business

D. Shadow

Batman

Gel Smart

WKRP

H.s Heroes

Rocktord Files

Spoons

Facts of Ufa Family Ties

Beaver

WKRP

PGA Tour

Tractor Pull

SportsCtr

Top Rank Boxing: From San Diego

Muscle Magazine

Movie: "Deadly Illusion"

Movie: "Half Moon Street"

Movie. "Cutter's Way"

Morton Downey Jr.
Sanford

Fall Guy

Lighter Side

SportsCtr.

PGA Tour

Benny Hill

10:00 I 10:30
Wiseguy

11:00

11:30

12:00 1 12:30

News

Taxi

News

Movie: "Somebody Kited Her Husband"

Wlseguy

News

Magnum. P.I.

TatBngers

News

Tonight Show

News

Nightline

Journal

Jeffersona

Letterman

|on Stage At Wolf Trap

Ideas

EastEnders

Yr Show

Mexico

On Stage At Wolf Trap

Ideas

Business

D. Shadow

Batman

Get Smart

WKRP

H.s Heroes

Rocklorfl Files

B. Miller

Morton Downey Jr.

Spoons

Facts ol Life Family Ties

Beaver

Movie: "48 HRS."

Jeflersons

Sanlord

FalGuy

ESPN SportsLook

NBA Today

Sports

SportsCtr.

Motorcycles

TMC "Hunk"

Movie: "Threi j for the Road"

THURSDAY EVENING
7:00
6:00
6:30
CBS News
O News

o

B
O

m
w
o
o
09

News Cont'd

ShakaZuki
NOWS

Billiards: 9-Ball Team Challenge

Slam Fast

Movie: "Falling In Love"

7:30
USA Today

8:00

8:30

48 Hours

9:00

9:30
CODCO

Spit, image

Fortune

jeopardyl

48 Hours

CBS Reports

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Cheers

Cosby Show Dlf. World

Cheers

Wipeout

ABC News

Affair

Family Feud

Knightwatch

War and Remembrance

GED-TV

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wad Am.

Benny HID

Motorweek

Movie: "Beverly Hate Cop II"

LA Law

Movie: "The Stranger"

News

Magnum, P.I.

News

Tonight Show

News

Nightline

Bird With Crystal Plumage

Ideas

EastEnders

Yr. Show

Ideas

Business

D. Shadow

WKRP

H.s Heroes

Family Ties

New Beaver Movie: "The Stone Killer-

Football

SportsCtr.

SpMdPM

Rocktord Files

Truck and Tractor Pull

ShakaZuki
News
Drag Racing: Nationals

'Baby. Ii s You

H'mooners

Auto Racing: Silver Bowl

B M»ler

Morton Downey Jr.
Sanford

Fall Guy

Baseball

SportsCtr.

Auto Racing. Nev. 500

Movie: "Mona Lisa"

Movie:

\3ke J^umgfemen/^

NCXus

c
Long Stem Red Roses
$12.50 per dozen

Tax Tips

Jeflersons

OKEDKEN

Matrix

Benson

Letterman

South American Journey

Facts ol Life

12:30

News

Hollywood

Get Smart

353-1045

12:00
Jeflersons

Mystery1

Spoons

Cash & Carry

11:30
Taxi

Mystery!

Batman

©

Dear John

Journal

11:00
News

Wild Am

Wonderful World ol Disney Old House

Movie

10:30

Animals

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

TMC Movie: "Positive ID"

10:00

CBS Reports

On the Road Way We Are Game, Set and Match

428 E. Wooster

Tax Tips

NOVEMBER 17,1988

CBS News

• jfrUiuirrluutBr

adng
Movie: "Surrender"

News

ESPN SportsLook

H'mooner

|Benson

"Revenge of the Dragon"

Mexico

SportsCtr.

Racing

Movie: "Maurice"

The Mind

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

B Miner

Wonderful Work) of Disney The Mind

m

GED-TV

Tax Tips

Nows

ShakaZuki

NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Dallas Mavericks

12:30
Benson

N0W9

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

GD
SB

c

11:06

10:30

High Risk

WEDNESDAY EVENING NOVEMBER 16,1988
7:00
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
6:00
6:30
7:30
Equalizer
CBS News
USA Today Van Dykes {Annie
O News
New Avengers
FrontPage
Best Years
Nature of Things
O News Cont'd
Jeopardyl
Van
Dykes
Equalizer
CBS
News
Fortune
Annie
ID News
Ent.
Tonight
Cheers
Unsolved
Mysteries
Night Court Baby Boom
News
NDU
NOWB
©
Affair
Family
Feud
Gro.
Pains
War
and
Remembrance
Wipeoul
AoU
rWW8
QD

m

10:00
High Risk

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

ESPN SportsLook

TMC

6:30

Benny Hill

Vendetta"

Sebastian

Paul Mitchell

E
)

20% Off

perms, highlighting,
manicures, make-up demos,
and haircuts
DARCY

This coupon to be used with Darcy and Vicki
expires 11/25/88

VICKIE

352-4101-181 S. Main Downtown B.G. 352-4143

